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Resumen

La sociedad actual ha experimentado los mayores y más destacados

avances tecnológicos desde la Revolución Industrial a finales del siglo

XIX. El desarrollo en ámbitos como el transporte, las comunicaciones,

la medicina o la producción de enerǵıa, entre otros, se ha convertido

en el pilar principal del progreso global actual. En este contexto, esta

tesis engloba el uso de fibras ópticas de plástico (FOP) dopadas en dos

áreas en pleno desarrollo y muy demandadas por la sociedad moderna:

comunicaciones ópticas y producción de enerǵıa sostenible.

El despliegue global de las comunicaciones basadas en fibra óptica

ha sido, desde sus inicios, dominado por las fibras ópticas de vidrio. Sin

embargo, el uso de FOPs ha aumentado considerablemente en los últimos

años debido a los diversos beneficios que éstas presentan. Son ligeras,

finas y flexibles, y exhiben buena tolerancia frente a torsiones y desali-

neaciones, lo que las convierte en fáciles de manejar desde el punto de

vista del usuario. Además, fabricar enlaces FOP es más fácil y barato que

para su equivalente de vidrio, ya que los dispositivos FOP (conectores,

terminaciones, etc.) son más sencillos y menos costosos. Este hecho

conlleva una reducción en el coste de instalación y de mantenimiento

de los enlaces de FOP. Por otra parte, la posibilidad de dopar FOPs

con una amplia variedad de materiales funcionales ha abierto un aba-

nico de nuevas aplicaciones en los campos de los láseres, amplificadores,

ix
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iluminadores y sensores en la región visible. Las fuentes de luz basadas

en fibra óptica son útiles en múltiples aplicaciones. Como ejemplo, los

láseres basados en FOP son especialmente atractivos como fuentes de luz

en aplicaciones de redes de área local (LAN, por sus siglas en inglés) ya

que pueden ser fácilmente acoplados a sistemas FOP, igual de sencillo

que dos FOPs se conectan entre śı. Además, debido a una serie de

factores atenuantes, la potencia de la señal transmitida a través de una

FOP disminuye considerablemente con la distancia, y por consiguiente,

la señal necesita ser restaurada. En este sentido, amplificadores de fibra

óptica que aumenten la potencia de la señal de manera sencilla y eficiente

son altamente necesarios. La amplificación de la señal también es de gran

importancia en sistemas de comunicación de banda ancha en los que se

emplea la tecnoloǵıa de multiplexación por división de longitud de onda

(WDM, por sus siglas en inglés). Haciendo uso del amplio espectro de

ganancia de los amplificadores FOP se consigue amplificar los canales de

un sistema WDM con aproximadamente la misma ganancia. Las FOP

dopadas se han convertido en un medio de ganancia eficiente para dar

cabida a la gran demanda en estos campos. En este contexto, esta tesis

aborda el estudio de la emisión espontánea amplificada y las propiedades

de ganancia óptica de diversas FOP dopadas con rodamina 6G con el

objetivo de demostrar su potencial como fuentes de luz y amplificadores

de fibra.

El segundo tema clave de este trabajo aborda la necesidad de encon-

trar nuevas fuentes de enerǵıa renovables para, por un lado, tratar de dar

una solución eficiente a la creciente demanda de enerǵıa de hoy en d́ıa,

y, por otro lado, tratar de resolver la amenaza del calentamiento global.

La tecnoloǵıa fotovoltaica se prevé como una prometedora candidata

para hacer frente a estos desaf́ıos, ya que presenta la mayor perspec-

tiva de crecimiento entre las fuentes de enerǵıa renovables. Convertir

la luz solar en electricidad por medio de células fotovoltaicas ha sido
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objeto de innumerables investigaciones a lo largo de más de 60 años.

Sin embargo, la producción de enerǵıa solar todav́ıa no puede compe-

tir económicamente con la enerǵıa producida a partir de fuentes fósiles.

Mediante el uso de concentradores solares luminiscentes (LSC, por sus

siglas en inglés), es posible disminuir el coste del sistema de captación

de enerǵıa solar al concentrar la luz en un área más pequeña de células

fotovoltaicas sin necesidad de utilizar ningún tipo de mecanismo de ali-

neación o de rastreo. Tradicionalmente, los LSC se diseñaron con una

configuración plana, lo que implicó una limitación importante a la hora

de acoplar la luz desde sus bordes tanto a células fotovoltaicas como a

fibras ópticas pasivas. Sin embargo, varios estudios demostraron que este

inconveniente se pod́ıa resolver fácilmente mediante el uso de LSCs con

geometŕıa ciĺındrica. Además, con esta nueva configuración se llegan a

obtener mayores capacidades de concentración que con los LSCs planos.

En este contexto, las FOP dopadas han obtenido gran relevancia ya que

son baratas, faciles de conectorizar y demuestran alto rendimiento al

concentrar enerǵıa solar. En este sentido, la segunda parte de esta tesis

analiza las propiedades ópticas de varias FOP dopadas con el principal

objetivo de estudiar su posible uso como concentradores solares luminis-

centes.
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Laburpena

XIX. mendearen amaierako Industria-Iraultzatik gaur egunera arte aur-

rerapen teknologiko handiak eta nabarmenak jasan ditu gizarteak. Beste-

ak beste, garraiobideak, komunikabideak, medikuntza eta energia ekoizpe-

na gaur egungo garapenaren ardatz bilakatu dira. Testuinguru honetan,

tesi honek plastikozko zuntz optiko (PZO) dopatuen erabilerak biltzen

ditu garapen osoan dauden bi arlotan: komunikazio optikoak eta energia

iturri berriztagarriak.

PZO bidezko komunikazioak, hasiera–hasieratik, beirazko zuntz op-

tikoen bitartez gauzatzen ziren. Hala ere, azken urteetan, PZO–en er-

abilera nabarmen handitu da hauek aurkezten dituzten onura desber-

dinak direla eta. Pisu arinekoak, finak eta malguak dira, eta tortsio

eta ezlerrokatzeen aurrean tolerantzia altua erakusten dute. Ezaugarri

hauek, erabilera erraza ahalbidetzen dute erabiltzailearen ikuspuntutik.

Gainera, PZO–zko loturak fabrikatzea errazagoa eta merkeagoa da haien

beirazko baliokideekin konparatuta, hain zuzen ere PZO loturentzako

dispositiboak (konektoreak, bukaerak, eta abar.) sinpleagoak eta kostu

gutxiagokoak direlako. Honek, PZO–zko loturen instalazio eta mantentze

kostuak asko murrizten ditu. Bestalde, PZO–ak material funtzional

ezberdin askorekin dopatzeko aukera dela eta, haien erabilerak eskualde

ikuskorrean lan egiten duten alor ezberdin askoetara zabaldu du, hala

nola, PZO–zko laserretara, anplifikagailuetara eta sentsoreetara. Zuntz
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optikoan oinarritutako argi–iturriek aplikazio anizkunetan erabilgarriak

direla frogatu dute. Adibide bezala, PZO–etan oinarritutako laserrak

bereziki erakargarriak dira area lokaleko sareetan (LAN, ingelesazko bere

siglengatik) argi iturri bezala erabiltzeko, oso erraz konektatu ahal dire-

lako PZO loturetara (bi PZO elkarren artean lotzen diren bezain er-

raz). Gainera, atenuazio iturri desberdinak direla eta, PZO batean

zehar transmititzen den seinalearen potentzia nabarmen gutxitzen da

distantziarekin, eta beraz, seinalea berreskuratu beharra dago. Zentzu

honetan, seinalearen potentzia era erraz eta eraginkor batean berresku-

ratzen duten PZO–zko anplifikagailuak beharrezkoak dira. Seinalearen

anplifikazioak garrantzi handia du ere banda zabaleko uhin–luzera ba-

natuzko multiplexazio–teknologia (WDM, ingelesezko bere siglengatik)

erabiltzen duten komunikazio sistemetan. PZO anplifikagailuaren irabazi

espektral zabala erabiliz, WDM sistemako kanal guztiak gutxi gorabehera

irabazi berdinarekin anplifikatzea lortzen da. Beharrizan guzti hauei

lekua emateko, PZO dopatuak irabazi ingurune eraginkorrak bilakatu

dira. Testuinguru honetan, tesi honek errodamina 6G–z dopaturiko

PZO–en berezko igorpen anplifikatuaren eta irabazi optikoaren ezaugar-

riak aztertzen ditu, haien potentziala argi–iturri eta zuntzezko anpli-

fikadore bezala frogatzeko helburuarekin.

Tesi honek bigarren gai garrantzitsu bezala energia–iturri berrizta-

garri berriak aurkitzeko beharrak jorratzen ditu. Batetik, premiazkoa

da energia iturri berriztagarri berriak lortzea gaur eguneko energia es-

kari gorakorrari konponbide eraginkorra emateko, eta, bestalde, berotze

globalaren mehatxuari irtenbide bat emateko ezinbestekoak dira ere. Er-

ronka hauei aurre egiteko teknologia fotovoltaikoa etorkizun handiko

teknologia bezala planteatzen da, energia–iturri berriztagarrien artean

hazkunde aukerarik handiena aurkezten duelako. Eguzki–argia zelula

fotovoltaikoen bidez elektrizitatea bihurtzea aspaldi hasi zen aztertzen.

Hala ere, eguzki–energiak oraindik ezin du iturri fosilen bitartez pro-
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duzitutako energiarekin ekonomikoki lehiatu. Eguzki–kontzentratzaile

lumineszenteko erabileraren (LSC, ingelesazko bere siglengatik) bitartez,

posiblea da eguzki–energia eskuratzeko sistemaren kostua gutxitzea, hain

zuzen ere eguzki–argia zelula fotovoltaikoko azalera txikiago batean kon-

tzentratzea ahalbidetzen dutelako inolako lerrokatze eta eguzki–bilaketa

mekanismoen beharrik gabe. Tradizioz, LSC–ak konfigurazio lauarekin

diseinatu ziren. Dispositibo hauek, galera handiak erakusten dituzte

haien ertzetako argia zelula fotovoltaikoetara edota zuntz optikoetara

atxikitzerako orduan. Hainbat ikerketak eragozpen hau geometria zilin-

drikoko LSCs–ak erabiliz errazki ebatz zitekeela frogatu zuten. Gainera,

konfigurazio berri honekin kontzentrazio ahalmen handiagoak lortzen

dira LSCs lauekin konparatuz. Testuinguru honetan, dopatutako PZO–

ek garrantzi handia irabazi dute eguzki–argia era merkean eta errendi-

mendu altuarekin kontzentratzeko sistemak bezala. Zentzu honetan,

tesi honen bigarren atalak, hainbat PZO dopatuen ezaugarri optikoak

aztertzen ditu, LSC bezala erabiltzeko aukera posibleak ikertzeko.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Today’s society has experienced the greatest and most outstanding

technological advances since the Industrial Revolution at the end of the

19th century. The development of transport, communications, medicine

or energy production, among others, has settled the pace of the current

global progress. In this context, this thesis addresses the use of doped

polymer optical fibers (POF) in two areas in full development and highly

demanded by the modern society: optical communications and sustain-

able energy production.

The global spread of optical fiber-based communications has tradi-

tionally been governed by silica optical fibers. However, the use of POFs

has greatly increased in recent times due to the several benefits they

present. They are light-weight, thin and flexible, and they show great

1
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tolerance to bending and misalignment, what makes them easy handling

from the consumer point of view. Besides, they are easier and cheaper

to fabricate, terminate, polish and connect than their glass counterparts,

what reduces the cost off installation and maintenance. Moreover, the

potential of doping POFs with a wide variety of functional materials

opened a versatile range of new applications in the fields of lasers, ampli-

fiers, illuminators, switches and sensors in the visible region. Fiber light

sources have proven to be useful as all-purpose standalone applications.

As an example, POFs lasers are especially attractive as light sources in

local area networks (LAN) applications since they can be straightforward

coupled to a POF system, in the same simple way as passive POF connect

to each other. Besides, the signal transmitted over a POF considerably

decreases with distance due to a number of attenuating factors, and con-

sequently it needs to be restored. In this respect, fiber optic amplifiers

that increases the signal power are highly demanded. Signal amplifica-

tion is also of great importance in high bandwidth telecommunication

systems where wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology is

used. Taking advantage of the spectrally broad-gain of POF amplifiers,

they can be used to amplify all the channels in a WDM system with

approximately the same gain. In the search for efficient gain medium

to meet the requirements on this field, the dye doped POFs came to

the forefront. In this context, this thesis addresses the issues of ampli-

fied spontaneous emission and gain properties of various rhodamine-6G

doped POFs.

Regarding the second key issue approached in this work, it is com-

mon knowledge that the search for alternative sustainable energy sources

has become of great urgency to try to give a solution to the threat of

global warming. Moreover, the energy obtained from burning fossil fuels

is considered non-renewable, and at some point it will become too costly
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to harvest, what threatens the possibility of accommodating the nowa-

days huge energy demand. Photovoltaic (PV) technology appears to be a

promising candidate to face these challenges, as it has the largest growths

prospects among renewable energy sources. The objective of converting

sun-light into electricity by means of PV-cells has been deeply studied.

However, the solar energy production still can not economically com-

pete with fossil energy sources. Luminescent solar cocentrators (LSC),

are seen as a potential strategy to decrease costs by concentrating the

sun-light into a smaller area of PV-cells without needing any kind of

sun-trucking and alignment mechanisms. Traditionally, LSCs had planar

configuration, what involved a major limitation in coupling the output

light at the edges. However, several studies demonstrated that a cylin-

drical geometry could solve this drawback, and even show a greater con-

centration capacity than planar LSCs. In this context, polymer optical

fibers have gained huge attention as cost-effective and high performance

sustainable energy acquisition devices. In this regard, the second part of

this thesis analyzes the properties of several doped POFs with the main

objective of their possible use as luminescent solar concentrators.

1.2 Thesis outline

According to the previously depicted objectives, the work in this the-

sis has been structured as follows:

Chapter 2— A general overview of polymer optical fibers is pre-

sented in this chapter. It covers a historical introduction of the use of

POFs since their first applications to today’s uses, together with a pre-

sentation of the basic parameters and typical host materials employed

in this type of fibers. Finally, it introduces the basic loss mechanisms
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present in POFs. The main objective of this chapter is to put the reader

into perspective on basic concepts of passive POFs to address the follow-

ing chapters regarding doped POFs.

Chapter 3— The fundamentals to understand the optical processes

behind a dye-doped POF are described in this chapter. It starts with the

description of the light-matter interactions in organic materials by means

of the Jablonski diagram, comprising phenomena such as linear absorp-

tion, two-photon absorption, and emission. Different types of emission

are presented, such as spontaneous emission, stimulated emission and

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which is the base of the light am-

plification in doped POFs. To sum up, it presents a theoretical model

to describe light generation and amplification by the so-called rate equa-

tions, together with three steady state analytic equations that will be

used all along the results of this thesis.

Chapter 4— This chapter begins with an overview of the state-of-

the-art of doped POFs in the field of ASE fiber lasers an fiber amplifiers.

Afterwards, the experimental methods employed along the results sec-

tions are described. Finally, the experimental results concerning ASE and

gain in rhodamine-6G doped POFs are presented. The first study corre-

sponds to two gradded-index poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) fibers

of different dopant concentrations, whereas the second one is based on

two step-index thermoset fibers of same concentration, one with cladding

and the other only core. Within the analysis carried out, the depen-

dence of the ASE performance with the pump energy, the excited fiber

length, and the pump polarization are found. Two-photon absorption

phenomenon is also reported for the SI thermoset POFs. Comparisons

between fibers are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 5— This chapter provides a global perspective of the world-

wide energy consumption followed by the state-of-the-art in luminescent

solar concentrators. It describes their operation fundamentals, together

with the typical host and dopant materials employed and the common

loss sources. An overview of the new concept of fluorescent fiber so-

lar concentrators (FFSC) is also presented. The experimental works are

reported into 4 sections. The first two results comprise various exper-

iments to determine the possible application of several doped POFs as

FFSC, such as the the optical losses, the side illumination coupling effi-

ciency and the fluorescent fiber solar concentrator efficiency. Following,

the design, fabrication and characterization under AM 1.5G standard

excitation of several novel double-doped POFs is presented. Finally, the

diameter dependence of some of the double-doped fibers is experimen-

tally and theoretically discussed.

Chapter 6— Lastly, the overall conclusions and the open lines are

presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

Polymer Optical Fibers:

Overview

Prologue— This chapter offers a general overview of polymer optical

fibers. It comprises a historical introduction of the use of POFs since

their very first steps to nowadays applications, together with a presen-

tation of the basic parameters and typical host materials employed in

this type of fibers. Finally, it also introduces the basic loss mechanisms

present in POFs. The main objective of this chapter is to put the reader

into perspective on the basic concepts of passive POFs to address the next

chapter where the fundamentals of dye doped POFs are presented.

2.1 Introduction

The inventions of the telegraph first, and then of the telephone in the

mid-19th century, marked a turning point in the way people communi-

cated, starting the era of the electrical telecommunications. Subsequent

7
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inventions, led to the transmission of not only sound, but also figures and

images, what significantly increased the amount of transmitted informa-

tion. The historical trend in telecommunication systems was to shift to

use progressively higher carrier frequencies, which offered an increase in

the bandwidth and in the information capacity. Soon, the optical por-

tion of the electromagnetic spectrum became attractive as the optical

frequencies are several orders of magnitude higher than those employed

in electrical communication systems. Hence, the use of optical carrier

frequencies provided far larger transmission capacities in comparison to

the electrical systems. However, it was not until the invention of the first

laser in the 1960s that significant advance in optical communications was

made. At this time, the well-known polymer POFs were first introduced,

at the same time as the invention of their glass counterparts. Optical

fibers offered groundbreaking advantages such as very high bandwidth,

immunity to electromagnetic interference, electrical insulation and light-

weight [1]. The first POFs employing PMMA as host material had quite

high attenuation (in the order of 1000 dB/km at 670 nm), what lim-

ited their use to illuminating and sensing applications rather than data

transmission. Since the dramatic growth of the transmitted data with

the widespread of the internet in the 90’s, optical fibers gained great

relevance, as electrical wiring could not bear the ever-increasing needs of

bandwidth and high transmission speeds. Silica-based single mode fibers

dominated the field of long-distance and high-speed optical networks.

However, due to their very small diameters (∼ 10 µm), extreme accu-

racy in their connections and terminations is required, what makes the

costs of private intranets in homes, offices and buildings, too high. Suc-

cessive improvements in the materials of POFs, downgraded the limits of

attenuation to around 20 dB/km at 650 nm in a step-index deuterated

PMMA fiber [2], and to around 10 dB/km at 1.0 µm in a perfluorinated

graded-index POF (CYTOPR© material) [3]. The theoretical limit of at-
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tenuation of the later is estimated to be 0.7 dB/km at 1.0 µm, and it

is expected to lower further by impoving the fabrications methods [4].

Thanks to these improvements, in addition to their advantages for con-

sumer use (high tolerance to bending and misalignment, high mechanical

strength and easy handling), POFs became attractive again. They have

been gradually installed in short-haul communication links, such as LANs

in homes, buildings and vehicles, and also as interconnects in comput-

ers, reaching bit rates of more than 40 Gb/s over 100 m fiber employing

perfluorinated gradded-index POFs [5].

Moreover, the posibility of doping POFs has widely extended their

potential to applications in the field of fiber amplifiers, lasers [6], illumi-

nators [7, 8] and a variety of sensing use [9, 10]. In the last few years, due

to the improvements carried out in the materials and in the fabrication

process, their use has also been expanded to the field of photovoltaic

technology, acting as high performance solar energy concentrators [11].

2.2 POF Parameters

The cross-section of a POF is typically circular and generally di-

vided into two layers (core and cladding), with the possibility of adding

a protective cover called jacket in case of POFs used for optical commu-

nications (see Figure 2.1). Light is trapped and guided along the core

by total internal reflection enabled by nco > ncl condition, being nco and

ncl the refractive indexes of the core and the cladding respectively.

Traditionally, POFs are divided into two main groups depending on

the core refractive-index profile, namely step-index (SI) and graded-index

(GI). In SI fibers, the refractive index is uniform all along the core. They

can be single mode or multimode, and they are used mostly for short op-
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tical communications, as they have high intermodal dispersion. As a pos-

sible alternative, multi-step-index (MSI) fibers were proposed. Their core

is formed by several layers, approaching the total refractive index to a

parabolic profile. They are multimode fibers that combine the simplicity

in fabrication of the SI POFs but with higher bandwidth potential [12].

Nowadays, thanks to advanced modulation techniques, the high inter-

modal dispersion of the SI POFs can be overcame [13]. In GI POFs, the

refractive index decreases gradually with the distance r to the symmetry

axis. This profile enables a compensation in the difference in distance

covered by the fastest and slowest modes, so the intermodal dispersion

is reduced in some orders of magnitude. GI POFs are always multimode

and can be used in short and medium communications. Figure 2.2 shows

the refractive index profiles in SI, MSI and GI POFs.

During the past years new types of POFs have been proposed, such

as multicore POFs and microstuctured POFs (mPOF). Multicore POFs

are produced by stacking together a certain number of small size cores

embedded in a cladding material, until forming the desired cross-section

(about 1 mm typically), as it is shown in Figure 2.3. These fibers combine

the advantages of having large diameters, such as easy light-coupling

and straightforward manipulation by user, and the benefits of having

small cores, what involves smaller sensitivity to bending losses. Multicore

POFs can be used in applications such as data transmission in fiber-to-

Figure 2.1: Structure of a POF.
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the-home links and short-reach optical interconnections [14, 15].

On the other hand, mPOFs are a quite recent development in the field

of POFs, first reported in 2001 [16]. Since then, there has been an active

interest in searching applications for which they could show competitive

advantages over other technologies [17]. The light is guided through mi-

croscopic air-channels that run longitudinally along the fiber axis, hence,

the attenuation induced by the absorption of polymeric materials is not

present in these fibers. They show the advantages of large fiber diam-

eters and the transmission properties of single-mode fibers. Moreover,

their use offers a new range of possible applications. For instance, the

capillarity property of the holes can be used in the sensor field to ana-

lyze chemicals, gases or other substances, as it allows a close interaction

between the optical field and the substance to be sensed [18]. Fiber

Bragg gratings (FBG) have been written in mPOF, even if at the first

stage some difficulties were found that strongly increased the inscription

time. However, fast FBG writing in mPOF has recently been reported

[19, 20, 21]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the cross sections of a microstruc-

tured preform, the intermediate cane (employed as an intermediate step

in mPOF fabrication) and the final mPOF.

The contrast between the refractive indexes of the core and cladding

Figure 2.2: Refractive index profiles in a step-index POF (a), a multi-
step-index POF (b), a and gradded-index POF (c).
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Figure 2.3: Cross sections of 37 cores and 217 cores multicore POFs
(Figures from Asahi Kasei).

Figure 2.4: Cross sections of a microstructured preform (left), the
intermediate cane (center), and the final mPOF (right).

has considerable impact on the optical properties of the fiber. The most

direct impact lies on the light collection capacity of the POFs, largely

determined by the numerical aperture (NA):

NA =
√
n2co − n2cl (2.1)

Therefore, POFs with high contrast between core and cladding, show

relatively high NAs, what improves the coupling efficiency of lightwaves

into POFs and reduces bending losses. However, big values of NAs also

creates difficulties in the fabrication of single-mode fibers. Single-mode

fibers have comparatively small cores and they require wave model of

light for their analysis. Multimode fiber though, have cores large enough

to be studied with a geometric ray-tracing model. The number of modes
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N that an optical fiber supports is related to the V parameter (normal-

ized frequency) given by:

V =
2πr

λ
NA (2.2)

N =
V 2

2
(2.3)

where r is the core radius and λ is the light propagation wavelength

through the fiber. If V is greater than 2.405, it can be demonstrated that

the behaviour of a SI POF is multimode [22]. For a typical POF link it

can be obtained that the approximate number of modes is N ≈ 104−106.

The main advantage of single-mode POF is the absence of modal disper-

sion, what provides higher bandwidths [23]. However, with compara-

tively small cores, they lack the main advantages of the conventional

POFs (easiness to handle and low-cost connectors), and they exhibit a

much larger attenuation than their glass counterparts ( ∼ 200 dB/km at

652 nm). For these reasons, the single-mode POF research has not been

very active. However, recent advances in the fabrication of single-mode

POFs with a minimal attenuation levels have expanded the potential of

these POFs to, for example, the field of sensors [24, 25, 26, 27], and they

have become potential candidates for making in-line devices compati-

ble with single-mode silica fibers. Moreover, single-mode fibers will be

needed for telecommunication applications [23].

2.3 Host materials

One of the most important features the materials employed in opti-

cal fibers should meet is a high transparency in their operational region.

Besides, their mechanical resistance, thermal stability and robustness
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against external factors such as humidity, radiation, or acidity, should be

considered for each of the targeted applications. PMMA has dominated

the field of POFs since the very beginning. Its history dates back to the

first POF activities developed by DuPont company in the 1960s. That

early PMMA material had very high transmission losses (∼ 1000 dB/km

at 670 nm) so their use was limited to illumination, sensing applications,

and automobile and aircraft instrumental panels. Successive improve-

ments in fiber fabrication led to a considerable decrease in attenuation,

reaching values of 130 dB/km at 650 nm for a PMMA SI POF devel-

oped by Hoechst-Celanese. The theoretical attenuation limit of PMMA

based fibers is estimated to be 106 dB/km at 650 nm, and it was nearly

achieved in 1998 by Koeppen et al. [28]. PMMA has three loss windows

at 570, 650, and 780 nm (see Figure 2.5), and its general properties are

light weightiness, high transparency in the visible region and excellent

corrosion resistance to both chemicals and weather. The refractive index

of PMMA is n = 1.49 and the Tg values of commercial PMMAs range

from 85 to 165 ◦C. PMMA-based POF show high water absorption.

For some applications such as humidity [29] or moisture [30] sensors,

this feature represents an advantage. However, for other applications

such as strain and temperature sensing, the high humidity sensitivity of

PMMA is a disadvantage [31]. Nowadays, PMMA is a mass produced

cost-effective commercially available polymer widely used in microstru-

tured fibers [16], multicore fibers [32], and nanofibers [33], among others.

PMMA has become a valuable substitute for glass in optical fibers.

Other types of polymer used in POFs are the so-called deuterated

polymers. These polymers result from replacing some or all of the hy-

drogen atoms with deuterium. Thus, the chemical properties of the

molecules remain unchanged, but the physical properties can be mod-

ified. Deuterated polymers reduce the absorption loss at the visible and

the near infrared wavelengths and show higher heat capacity. The low-
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Figure 2.5: Attenuation of a PMMA step-idex POF. Preferred com-
munication window at 650 nm. (Data from Toray Industries Ltd. [34]).

loss windows are located at longer wavelengths in comparison to those

of PMMA. The first deuterated PMMA fiber (SI PMMA-d8) was manu-

factured by DuPont company in 1977. Many improvements were carried

out during the years, reaching attenuation values of 20 dB/km at 680 nm

[35]. This milestone appeared to lead to high potential fiber market, but

deuterated polymers show several disadvantages that made these type

of fibers not succeed. As an example, deuterated POFs show an in-

crease in water absorption, what rises dramatically the attenuation, and

the deuterated precursors needed for their production have an extremely

high price, what makes them unsuitable for mass fabrication. A recent

work on deuterated PMMA was carried out by Kondo where they applied

a PMMA cover to protect the light-transmission from humidity [36].

Other kind of polymers investigated for POF fabrication are the per-

fluorinated (PF) polymers. They became popular since they further im-

proved the potential of POFs. They are uniquely resistant to chemicals,

and the vibrational absorption losses in the visible and near-infrared are
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negligibly small. One of the most well-known PF polymer is the so-

called CYTOPR©, developed by AGC (Asahi Glass Co. Ltd.). The first

CYTOP-based GI POF was commercialized in 2001 [37]. The thermal

stability of CYTOP material is comparable to that of PMMA, and it

exhibits fairly low light scattering because of its low refractive index

(n = 1.34). Experimentally, an attenuation of 10 dB/km at 1000 nm has

been measured, although the theoretical attenuation limit is calculated

to be 0.3 dB/km at 1300 nm. Thus, it is expected that the attenuation

could be lowered further by preventing contamination sources during

manufacturing [4].

Among the wide variety of available polymers for POFs, we can also

find poly-styrene (PS) and polycarbonate (PC). PS is transparent in the

visible spectrum, inexpensive and available in large quantity. It shows

advantages such as decrease in water absorption an theoretical lower at-

tenuation in between 600 and 700 nm compared to PMMA POFs. How-

ever, the superior mechanical and chemical resistance of PMMA limited

their success. PS is used as host matrix in some special applications such

as fluorescent fibers or sensing [38]. On the other hand, PC shows ex-

traordinary thermal and mechanical resistance, commonly used in high

temperature scenarios. The theoretical optical properties of PC POFs

are similar to those of PMMA based POFs. Nowadays, PC POFs are

used in fields such as textile integrated illumination [39] or microstruc-

tured hollow core fibers [40].

In the last years, new polymers have been employed to overcome the

high humidity sensitivity of PMMA. Among these materials, TOPASR©

[41] (copolymer) and ZEONEXR© [42] are found. Both materials are

insensitive to humidity and can operate at high temperatures due to their

high Tg exceeding 130◦C. Moreover, due to the molecular weight and

melt flow index of ZEONEX, a more stable and controllable fiber drawing
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is assured, what allows a more robust fabrication of microstructured

POFs [43]. Several works have been publisehd regarding mPOFs and

FBG sensors based on TOPAS and ZEONEX materials [24, 31, 44, 45].

TOPAS and ZEONEX materials also present good transparency in THz

frequencies [46, 47].

All the aforementioned polymers belong to the thermoplastic fam-

ily. Thermoplastic materials can be repeatedly melted and cooled, be-

ing their curing processes 100% reversible as no chemical bonding takes

place. This feature allows thermoplastics to be remolded above a specific

temperature without negatively affecting the physical properties. They

offer high strength, shrink-resistance and flexibility, which are the es-

sential properties of POFs. However, for applications where the fibers

are exposed to high-heat environments, thermoplastic POFs may not be

suitable as there is a risk of softening at higher temperatures than the

Tg. For these kind of environments, thermoset polymers may be of great

interest. Thermoset materials contain polymers that cross-link together

during the curing process to form a permanent chemical bond. This

cross-linking is not reversible and resists melting when heat is applied

[48]. The temperature working range for thermoset based fibers could

be much wider compared to that of thermoplastic fibers such as PMMA.

However, they are more brittle than thermoplastics, and they lose flexi-

bility. The use of thermoset polymers in POFs dates back to the 1990s.

However, their research field has not been very active due to the before-

mentioned drawbacks and the challenges on the POF fabrication process.

Figure 2.6 represents the polymer structure differences of thermoplastic

and thermoset polymers.
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Figure 2.6: Polymer structure differences between thermoplastic and
thermoset polymers [49].

2.4 Loss mechanisms in POFs

The transmission losses in an optical fiber limit the distance a signal

can propagate through the fiber before it is too faint to be detected.

The basic loss mechanisms in a POF are divided into two main groups:

intrinsic and extrinsic (see Figure 2.7). Intrinsic losses are inherent to

the material of the fiber, hence they are independent from the fabrica-

tion process and cannot be eliminated. On the other hand, extrinsic

factors such as contaminants or imperfections, depend on the fabrication

procedure, and by optimizing this process they can be avoided.

Among the intrinsic losses, material absorption and scattering can

be found. The first contribution is basically caused by the molecular

vibrational absorption of the groups C-H, N-H, and O-H, and by the

absorption due to electronic transitions between energy levels. On the

other hand, the second contribution results from scattering arising from

microscopic variations in the material density, orientation, and compo-

sition. Regarding the extrinsic losses, they are also divided into absorp-

tion and scattering sources. The first is caused by both metallic and

organic contaminants. Whereas, structural imperfections such as dust,
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Figure 2.7: Classification of the intrinsic and extrinsic loss mechanisms
in POFs

microfractures, and bubbles, are responsible of the scattering losses. Mi-

crobendings and macrobendings are also a source of scattering loss. How-

ever, they are not significant unless the bending radius is small enough,

for example, ten times the fiber diameter. Fibers with small dimensions

have usually higher attenuation, as the number of geometrical and struc-

tural imperfections caused during fiber fabrication increase. Besides, for

smaller diameters the rays strike more frequently on the core-cladding

interface, where imperfections are more common. More detailed infor-

mation about transmission losses can be found in [3].
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Chapter 3

Fundamentals of dye-doped

POFs

Prologue— This chapter describes the fundamentals to understand the

optical processes behind a dye-doped POF. It starts with the description

of the light-matter interactions in organic materials based on a band-like

energy model (Jablonski diagram), comprising phenomena such as lin-

ear absorption, two-photon absorption, and emission. Different types of

emission are detailed, such as spontaneous emission, stimulated emission

and amplified spontaneous emission, which is the base of the light ampli-

fication in doped POFs. Moreover, a theoretical model to describe light

generation and amplification in doped POFs by the so-called rate equa-

tions is presented, together with three steady state analytic expressions

that will be used along the experimental results of this thesis. Finally,

the photodegradation process is introduced, which represents one of the

fundamental limitations of doped POFs.

21
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3.1 Energy level model

The molecular structure of the organic materials and the processes re-

sulted from optical excitation can be adequately described by a band-like

energy level model, known as Jablonski diagram. A typical illustration

of this diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. Based on this model, the dye

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Jablonski diagram. Si(i = 1, 2, 3): singlet
states; T1: first triplet state; VR: vibrational relaxation; IC: internal
conversion; ISC: intersystem crossing; hva: absorbed energy; hvf : fluo-
rescence emission energy; hvp: phosphorescence emission energy.

molecular structure holds two main types of electronic levels, the singlet

state (Si(i = 1, 2, ..., k)) and the triplet state (Ti(i = 1, 2, ..., k)), illus-

trated by bold horizontal lines in the above diagram. The singlet state

S0 is called the ground state and it is the predominantly-populated en-

ergy level at thermal equilibrium. The energy gap between S0 and the

first excited state S1 is too large for thermal excitation of S1, and for

this reason, light and no heat is used to induce fluorescence. Each of the
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electronic levels consist of a number of vibrational sublevels, depicted by

0,1,2, etc. Based on quantum mechanics, electronic transitions between

states with the same spin multiplicity are allowed, i.e., singlet-singlet and

triplet-triplet transitions. However, transitions between singlet-triplet

and vice versa are highly improbable, and therefore they are called for-

bidden transitions (even though they can be observed due to spin-orbit

coupling [50]). From the before described, an incident photon excites,

via absorption, a dye molecule that is on thermal equilibrium conditions.

The incident photon losses its energy and promotes an electron from the

ground electronic state S0 to a vibrational level of an excited electronic

state. The absorbed energy is described by hva, h being the Planck

constant (4.136 · 10−15 eV · s) and va the absorption frequency. The

excited-state electron undergoes several decay mechanisms until finding

itself back to its fundamental state S0.

The decay mechanisms that a photon may undergo can be divided

into two types, radiative and non-radiative decays. The radiative down-

ward transition generally takes place between the lowest vibrational sub-

level of S1 to one of the vibrational sublevels of the ground state. This

process is called fluorescence and happens within 10−10 − 10−7 s. How-

ever, molecules in the S1 state can also undergo a spin conversion to

the first triplet state T1, so-called intersystem crossing. The radiative

emission from T1 to S0 is called phosphorescence. As transitions between

T1 ad S0 are forbidden, phosphorescence is a slow process of around

10−6 − 1 s (also called delayed emission). The two types of radiative

transitions are illustrated in 3.1 as downward solid lines, and hvf and

hvp are the emission energies for fluorescence and phosphorescence re-

spectively. The non-radiative transitions are called vibrational relaxation

(VR), internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC).

The VR involves a release of the excess of energy accumulated in the
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vibrational levels of an excited electronic state upon excitation, unless

the absorption happened to the lowest vibrational level of the excited

state. It is also a decaying mechanism to the lowest vibrational level of

the ground state after a radiative transition (fluorescence or phosphores-

cence) that ended up in one of the vibrational levels of S0. It can also

happen after a transition between isoenergetic vibrational levels of two

different electronic states with similar or different spin multiplicities. All

these vibrational relaxation mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 3.1 as

vertical waved curves. As a consequence of the energy loss due to VR

decays, the energy of the emission is less than that of the absorption, and

therefore, fluorescence occurs at longer wavelengths, i.e., the emission is

red-shifted with respect to the absorption. However, in most of the cases

the absorption and emission spectrum are partly overlapped. This is

due to the fact that at room temperature, a fraction of molecules is in a

vibrational level higher than 0 in the ground state. The gap between the

maximum of the absorption and the maximum of the emission is known

as Stokes shift. Generally having large Stokes shifts is highly desirable

because the reabsorption losses are considerably decreased, leading to,

for example, lower thresholds for lasing. Typical timescales of the VR

mechanism are on the order of 10−12 − 10−10 s.

3.2 Light absorption

3.2.1 Linear absorption

Absorption of an incident photon can occur when the energy of the

photon, hva, matches the energy gap between the ground state and one

of the excited states of a molecule ∆E, i.e., ∆E = hva. When this
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happens, an electron is promoted from the ground state to one of the

excited states, as can be seen in the schematic shown in Figure 3.2. This

mechanism is called linear absorption. Usually it starts from the lowest

vibrational sublevel of S0, because the majority of molecules are in this

level at room temperature. The maximum absorption wavelength can be

calculated as follows:

λabs =
hc

∆E
(3.1)

where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of the linear absorption mechanism: (a) Incident
photon of energy hva, and a electron in the ground level. (b) Absorption
of the incident photon, and promotion of the electron to one of the
vibrational levels of the excited state corresponding to the energy gap
∆E = hva.

3.2.2 Two-photon absorption

Generally, the energy required to bridge the band gap of a molecule

comes from a unique photon of appropriate energy, i.e., one photon is

needed per molecular transition (linear absorption). However, it is also

possible that two photons that have, at least, half of the band gap en-

ergy each, are simultaneously absorbed in a non-linear absorption pro-

cess, namely two-photon absorption (TPA) [50]. This mechanism occurs

at much lower probability than the linear absorption, as it depends on
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the square of the light intensity, and thus, it can only dominate at very

high excitation intensities (like the ones obtained by focusing the output

beam of a pulsed laser). The TPA process is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

As can be seen, an electron is promoted from the ground level to one

of the vibrational sublevels of S1 by absorbing two incident photons si-

multaneously, where the sum of their energies matches the energy band

gap ∆E. After this absorption mechanism, the electrons relax very fast

to the lowest vibrational sublevel of S1 and further electronic transitions

such as fluorescence can occur, the same as for the one-photon excitation.

TPA can be of interest for some applications. For instance, it appears to

be a great tool for 3D-fluorescent imaging in human bodies [51, 52].

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the two-photon absorption. (a) Two incident
photons with energies hv′a, and an electron on its fundamental state. (b)
Absorption of the two incident photons and promotion of the electron
to one of the vibrational sublevels of the excited state corresponding to
∆E = 2hv′a.

3.3 Light emission

As seen in Section 3.1, once a photon has been absorbed and an elec-

tron has been promoted from the ground state to one of the vibrational

sublevels of an excited state, it may undergo several decaying mechanisms
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to get itself back to its fundamental state S0. As T1 → S0 transition is

generally forbidden and when it happens it takes longer times than flu-

orescence (what makes it not optimal for some applications of doped

POFs, such as fast amplifiers and switchers), the following descriptions

will be based on the radiative transitions S1 → S0.

3.3.1 Spontaneous emission

When a photon reaches the lowest vibrational sublevel of S1, it may

return to its fundamental state S0 by spontaneously (without external

influences) emitting a photon. In general, the photon is emitted incoher-

ently and randomly in all directions, with an energy of hvf . Figure 3.4

illustrates the spontaneous emission of a photon.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the spontaneous emission of a photon. (a)
An electron in the lowest vibrational level of S1. (b) Relaxation of the
electron to its fundamental state S0 and random emission of a photon
of energy hvf .

The lifetime is a measure of the time an electron spends in the excited

state before returning to S0 by emitting a photon, and it is represented

by the parameter τ . If a population of molecules is excited, τ represents

the time it takes to the number of excited molecules (N1) to decay to 1/e

of the original population, as it is represented in Figure 3.5 (a) [50]. In
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the time domain, the lifetime can be directly determined by fitting the

emission curve to an exponential decay. Depending on the luminescent

dopant, these lifetimes can range from the picoseconds to the millisec-

onds. In Figure 3.5 (b) an experimental temporal decay of a doped POF

is shown, with a lifetime value of 4.84 ns.

Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic representation of the fluorescence lifetime
definition. (b) Experimental fluorescence curve of a lumogen orange
doped POF with a lifetime of 4.84 ns.

3.3.2 Stimulated emission

Apart from the spontaneous emission, an excited molecule can also

return to its fundamental state via stimulated emission. This is a process

where an excited-state species interacts with an incident photon with a

certain frequency, and as a result, falls back to the ground state emitting

a coherent photon, i.e., same phase, direction, frequency and polarization

of the incident photon (see Figure 3.6).

According to the theoretical phenomenon predicted by Albert Ein-

stein, when the population of the excited state is higher than that of the

ground state (population inversion), it is possible to force atoms to return

to the fundamental state by incident photon stimulation, and therefore,
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the stimulated emission of a photon. (a) An
electron in the lowest vibrational level of S1, and the incident photon
with energy hv. (b) Relaxation of the electron to its fundamental state
S0 and, coherent emission of a stimulated photon traveling along with
the incident photon.

stimulated emission will become the dominant mechanism. The ratio

between the population of the ground state, N0, and the population of

the excited state, N1, is given by the Boltzmann law [50] as follows:

N1

N0
= exp(−∆E

kT
) (3.2)

where ∆E it the energy gap between the excited state and the ground

state, k is the Boltzmann constant (1.3807 · 10−23 J/K), and T is the

temperature. At room temperature the population of the excited state

is less than the population of the ground state, as ∆E >> kT and the

N1/N0 relation is vanishing small. External optical pumping is a possible

method to obtain population inversion.

3.3.3 Amplified spontaneous emission

ASE is a cascade process where spontaneously emitted photons are am-

plified by further coherent stimulated emissions. In other words, a spon-

taneously emitted photon can induce stimulated emission in another ex-

cited molecule, leading to a cascade emission process and the amplifica-
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tion of the original photon. This mechanism is the fundamental physical

process underlying light amplification. In materials with high gain, the

ASE occurs without the aid of any resonant cavities or mirrors. As before

mentioned, in order to observe ASE, population inversion is necessary,

and thus, relatively high pump powers are needed, i.e., above the ASE

threshold energy. Bellow this threshold, the output energy grows with a

small slope, as it corresponds mainly to the spontaneous emission. Above

it, population inversion occurs and spontaneously emitted photons are

amplified in a single pass through the material.

Typical signatures of ASE are the directionality of the emitted light,

a narrowing of the emission spectrum, and an abrupt increase of the

emitted light intensty as the pump energy increases. In Figures 3.7 and

3.8 these two characteristics can be seen. The top scheme of Figure 3.7

represents how the transmitted light increases its directonality when the

pump energy raises. Below, the evolution of the output spectrum from

fluorescence to ASE is shown as a function of the pump power, for a

rhodamine 6G doped POF sample. As can be seen, the full width half

maximum (FWHM) of the ASE spectrum is narrowed in comparison

to the emission spectrum of fluorescence. This fact can be explained

because of the nonlinearity of the amplification process where most of

the light is emitted over a small range of wavelengths of greater gain [23].

For the same reason, a relative blue-shift of the emission spectrum can

be observed. This expresses that greater gains are obtained towards the

peak of the emission band, i.e., greater gains are obtained for the shorter

wavelengths of the emission spectrum, and therefore, a blue-shift of the

average emission wavelength occurs [53].

The ASE threshold can be defined in different ways. For some sci-

entists it is the pump energy required for the FWHM become half of

the value observed with low pump energies [54]. Another point of view
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Figure 3.7: Signatures of the ASE. (a) Schematic of the evolution of
the directionality of the emitted light in a POF. (b) Narrowing of the
emission spectrum from fluorescence to pure ASE as the pump energy is
increased. The data points are experimental values for a rhodamine 6G
doped POF.

is based on the assumption that once the ASE threshold has been ex-

ceeded, the output emission can be considered linearly dependent with

the pump power. In that case, the ASE threshold can be defined as the

pump power at which the linear curve cuts the x-axis [55]. The slope

of this straight line is known as the slope efficiency. Both methods are

illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Two methods for the calculation of the ASE threshold
energy. (a) Method 1: by means of the evolution of the FWHM as a
function of the pump energy. (b) Method 2: by means of the evolution of
the output intensity as a function of the pump energy. The data points
are real experimental values of a rhodamine 6G doped POF.

3.4 Rate equations

Light generation and amplification in active dye-doped POFs can

be described by the so-called rate equations. As a first approach,the

active material is depicted as a two-level system, which is a reasonable

simplification for the organic dyes typically employed in POFs [53].

When considering a set-up of longitudinal excitation, the complete

system is described by three partial differential equations together with

initial and boundary conditions. This model considers that the doped

POF is pumped longitudinally at z = 0, with the axis of z oriented in the

direction of the fiber symmetry axis (see Figure 3.9). Besides, only the

light propagating in the positive propagation sense (z+) is considered,

as the contribution of the light traveling in z− towards the positive sense

is much smaller than the directly generated power in towards the detec-

tor. To introduce the dependency with wavelength, the range of emission

wavelengths of interest is divided into discrete subintervals centered at
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λk. Possible non-linear effects that could occur at very high power den-

sities, such as the absorption of more than one photon simultaneously,

or the decrease of the absorption due to saturation or optical bleaching

are not included in this model. The modal dispersion is not taken into

account either.

Figure 3.9: Set-up for the theoretical model under longitudinal excita-
tion.

It is assumed that the pump laser illuminates the whole cross section

of the fiber, and that the light emission is generated at random directions.

A fraction of this randomly emitted light can be guided and propagated

towards the fiber end, and therefore contribute to stimulated emissions

along the fiber. This fraction is depicted as β, and it is calculated as

reported in [53]. In SI fibers, β is constant, though in the case of GI

fibers it depends on the radial distance r, as the core refractive index

decreases gradually. In any case, β < 1.

Moreover, if the dopant concentration and the light density distri-

bution change with r, the overlap between both distributions must be

taken into account. This is the case of GI fibers as light is more concen-

trated towards the fiber symmetry axis, where the dopant concentration

is also greater. As a consequence, stimulated emissions are favored and

its contribution is taken into account by an overlapping factor γ, which

is greater than 1. In SI fibers though, γ = 1 because the dopant concen-

tration is constant and because the power density is uniform along the

fiber cross section. The calculation of γ can also be consulted at [53].
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The first differential equation governs the evolution of the pump

power Pp as follows:

∂Pp
∂z

= −σa(λp)N0Ppγ −
1

vz

∂Pp
∂t

(3.3)

The first right hand term considers the absorption of the pump. The

product of σa(λp)N0 corresponds to the absorption coefficient αp of the

material at λp. N0 is the population of the ground level, and it is defined

as N0 = N − N1, where N is the dopant concentration and N1 is the

excited state population. The last term of the equation represents the

propagation of the pump with speed vz.

The second differential equation represents the variation of N1 with

time as follows:

∂N1

∂t
= −N1

τ
− σe(λk)

h(c/λk)Acore
N1Pγ +

σa(λp)

h(c/λp)Acore
N0Ppγ

+
σa(λk)

h(c/λk)Acore
N0Pγ

(3.4)

The first term beginning from the right, represents the spontaneous emis-

sion, where τ corresponds to the spontaneous lifetime of the dopant in

PMMA. The following term takes into account the decrease of N1 due to

stimulated emission, where σe(λk) is the stimulated emission cross sec-

tion at λk. The last two terms are related to the absorption of photons

of Pp (excitation by the pump) and of P , also known as re-absorption

of the emitted light. Reabsorption is commonly much smaller than the

pump excitation, as P is normally considerably smaller than Pp, and the

re-absorption cross section σa(λk) is also smaller than the pump absorp-

tion cross section σa(λp). Acore is the cross section of the fiber core, and

h is the Planck constant.
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Lastly, the differential equation to calculate the evolution of P through

the fiber for each of the λk is given by:

∂P

∂z
= σe(λk)N1Pγ − σa(λk)N0Pγ −

1

vz

∂P

∂t

+
N1

τ

(
h
c

λk

)
σesp(λk)βAcore

(3.5)

The first right-hand term considers the emissions stimulated by the in-

coming photons. The next term represents the attenuation due to mate-

rial absorption. The third term depicts the propagation of the emitted

light power inside the fiber with speed vz. And finally, the last term rep-

resents the spontaneous emissions, where σesp(λk) is the probability for

spontaneous emission to take place at the wavelength subinterval around

λk. Above the ASE threshold this last term is much smaller than the con-

tribution of the stimulated emissions, though it is necessary to illustrate

the appearance of the first photons in the light amplification.

As mentioned before, this model only considers the light propagating

in the positive propagation sense (z+). However, when the fiber is excited

transversally, as for example when employing the variable stripe length

method for gain calculation, both propagation directions must be taken

into account, i.e., towards the detector in the positive z direction and

also towards the opposite end of the fiber (z−) (see Figure 3.10).

Therefore, in the transversal excitation, P+ represents the light power

propagating in the z+ direction, and P− corresponds to the light power

propagating in the z− direction. P− itself will not reach the detector,

but it may excite molecules whose spontaneous and stimulated emissions

contribute to the increasing of P+. Therefore, the evolutions of N1, P
+
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Figure 3.10: Set-up for the theoretical calculations when transversal
excitation is employed. ze: Illuminated fiber length and zne non-excited
fiber length.

and P− are represented in the transversal excitation as follows [6, 56]:

∂N1

∂t
= −N1

τ
− σe(λk)

h(c/λk)Acore
N1P

±γ +
σa(λk)

h(c/λk)Acore
N0P

±γ (3.6)

∂P±

±∂z
= σe(λ)N1P

±γ − σa(λ)N0P
±γ − 1

vz

∂P±

∂t

+
N1

τ

(
h
c

λ

)
σesp(λ)βAcore

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) itself represents two equations in which the symbol ±
denotes + or –, depending on the propagation direction of light.

The contribution of the Pp in transversal excitation is introduced

as the boundary condition, taking into account that the fiber is pumped

transversally with an illuminated length ze by a temporal Gaussian pulse

whose effective width is σ, given by the following equation:

Pp(t) =
Ep,max(ze/ze,max)

σ
√

2π
e
−(t−tpeak)

2

2σ2 (for z ε [0, ze]) (3.8)
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where Ep,max is the maximum pulse energy on the fiber, i.e., the energy

at z = ze,max, and tpeak corresponds to the instant of maximum lasing

power. With regard to the initial conditions, it is assumed both that no

light is propagating through the fiber (P (z = 0) = 0)) and that there is

no excited population at t = 0.

3.4.1 Analytic expressions in steady state

By working out the previous equations for transversal pumping con-

figuration in steady state, the evolution of the fiber output power can

be determined both for fluorescence regime and gain regime. This later

occurs when the optical gain exceeds the optical losses caused by self-

absorption, light scattering from fiber imperfections, and other factors.

First, the output power evolution in fluorescence regime (losses > gain)

as function of the non-exited fiber length zne is obtained from equation

(3.7) and the boundary condition P (zne = 0) = P0, and is given by:

P (zne, λ) = P0 e
−α(λ)zne (3.9)

where α(λ) is the attenuation coefficient corresponding to a wavelength

λ. The units of the attenuation coefficient are m-1, though it can also be

given in dB/cm from the following relation α(dB/cm) = 4.24 α(cm-1).

Equation (3.9) matches with the well-known Beer-Lambert’s law, where

the power of light decreases exponentially as it travels inside an active

material.

Secondly, the output power evolution as function of the illuminated

fiber length ze on fluorescence regime is obtained from working out equa-

tion (3.7) and with P (ze = 0) = 0 as boundary condition. It is expressed
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by:

P (ze, λ) =
C

α(λ)
(1− e−α(λ)ze) (3.10)

where C is a constant related to the spontaneous emission given by

C = N1Acoreσspβ(hc/λ)/τ . This variation of the output power with

ze provides a saturation power of C/α(λ).

Finally, when gain exceeds losses, the evolution of the output power

is also obtained from equation (3.7) and P (ze = 0) = 0, and is given by

the following expression:

P (ze, λ) =
C

g(λ)
(eg(λ)ze − 1) (3.11)

where g(λ) is the gain coefficient at the considered emission wavelength

λ. This equation describes the variation of the output power before

reaching gain saturation. For the two-level system considered, the gain

coefficients are expressed in terms of populations as:

g(λ) = [N1σ
e(λ)−N0σ

a(λ)]γ (3.12)

Figure 3.11 illustrates the evolution of the power emitted in the fiber

in the three cases presented before:

3.5 Photodegradation

Exposure to sunlight and to artificial light sources such as lasers, can

have adverse effects on the useful life of dye-doped POFs. Long exposures

may involve photochemical modifications of the fluorophore, resulting in
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the power through a fiber for (a) fluorescence
regime as function of zne, (b) fluorescence regime as function of ze, and
(c) under presence of a positive gain as function of ze.

the loss of its ability to emit light [57]. Oxygen is well known to be a cat-

alyst for chemical modifications in molecules under the presence of light.

It has been demonstrated that if a dye is protected from reaction with

environmental molecular oxygen, the observed rate of photodegradation

is lower [58, 59]. It has also been found that other parameters may also

affect the photostability of a doped POF, such as the temperature, the

pump frequency and the excitation intensity [57, 60]. Unfortunately, re-

ducing photodegradation by lowering the excitation intensity leads to a

reduction of the fluorescence signal, what makes the doped POF-based

application less efficient [59]. Good strategies are, for example, selecting

a highly stable dopant, and reducing the presence of oxygen on the sam-

ple by optimizing the fabrication process. It may also be noted that the
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photostability of the dopants is further reduced under ultraviolet excita-

tion. Finding fuorophores that work on higher wavelengths may reduce

the photodegradation. In most cases the degradation of the fluorophores

is irreversible. Even though, in some cases, a fluorescent molecule can be

switched on again after a period of time under rest (dark state), what is

called self healing or recovery [59, 57, 11]. The decay and the recovery of

the emission generated in doped-polymers is nowadays being studied by

the research group led by M.G. Kuzyk [61, 62]. In particular, they have

shown that it may be possible to design dye-doped polymer devices with

high damage threshold with the use of an electric field [62]. In Figure

3.12 a photograph of two permanently degraded POF samples is shown.

As can be seen, the photodegradation for the whole excited length was

so strong that it is even visible to the naked eye.

Figure 3.12: Illustration of the photodegradation that two POF sam-
ples underwent under continuous exposure to a solar simulator excitation
for a specific excitation length.



Chapter 4

ASE features and gain

phenomena in doped POFs

Prologue— This chapter starts with an overview of the state-of-the-art

of doped POFs in the field of POF light sources and amplifiers. Af-

terwards, the experimental methods and set-ups are described. Finally,

results concerning ASE effects and optical gain in rhodamine-6G doped

POFs are presented. The first one corresponds to two gradded-index

PMMA fibers of different dopant concentrations, whereas the second one

is based on two step-index thermoset fibers with the same concentration,

with and without cladding. The analysis carried out includes the depen-

dence of the ASE performance with the pump energy, with the excited

fiber length, and with the pump polarization. Two-photon emission is

also reported for the SI thermoset POFs.

41
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4.1 General background

The potential of doping POFs with a wide variety of functional mate-

rials, opened a versatile range of new applications in the fields of lasers,

amplifiers, illuminators, switches and sensors in the visible region. Ac-

tive POFs present a number of advantages over their glass counterparts.

One the one hand, mechanical strength is higher, and the fabrication

technology is simpler and cheaper. One the other hand, the much lower

manufacturing temperatures of POFs (around 200◦C compared to the

1000◦C of glass fibers) makes it possible to embed into their core a va-

riety of functional dopants, ranging from organic dyes [53, 63, 64] or

conjugated polymers [65, 66], to rare earth ions [67, 68], quantum dots

[69, 70] and noble-metal nanoparticles [71, 72]. These can be readily

employed to tailor the optical, electrical and magnetic properties of the

host fibers with great versatility. Besides, the fiber-waveguide structure

provides several added benefits, such as optical confinement in the core

area, long interaction distance between the light and the gain medium,

symmetric output of the beam profile, good adaptability to fiber-optic

communication systems and high ratio between surface area and vol-

ume, which allows efficient heat dissipation and minimization of thermal

degradation.

Fiber light sources have proven to be useful in many-purpose stan-

dalone applications. POFs lasers are especially attractive as light sources

in LAN applications since they can be easily coupled to a POF system in

a similar way as the passive fibers are connected to one another. If the

numerical aperture of the POF laser matches the numerical aperture of

the POF system, the coupling between the two parts is straightforward,

what considerably reduces the coupling losses between the light source

and the optical fiber. Besides, in an optical fiber, as in any data trans-
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mission cable, the transmitted signal can be significantly weakened over

distance due to a number of attenuating factors, such as host absorption,

light scattering or bending losses. Therefore, the loss of energy must be

compensated, and the signal has to be restored in a manner that keeps

its structure unchanged. A possibility to restore the optically transmit-

ted information would be done by decoupling the light from the fiber,

converting in to a electrical format, and finally, coupling it again into

the fiber with a stronger intensity. However, this is a slow and costly

method. A faster, cheaper and more efficient method is to employ an in-

line POF-based amplifier, and amplifying the signal as it travels through

the fiber link. Signal amplification is also crucial in short haul POF

data networks with many nodes and in high bandwidth telecommunica-

tion systems where WDM technology is used. The spectral broad-gain

of POF amplifiers can be used to amplify all the channels in a WDM

system with approximately the same gain. The flexibility afforded by

doped polymers can be used to make a large number of all-optical fiber

photonic components [23, 73].

Light generation and amplification in doped POFs has been obtained

by doping the fibers with different functional materials. These are gener-

ally added before the polymerization stage in preform fabrication. Nowa-

days, many choices of dopants are available, resulting in amplification

that covers a wide range in the visible and part of the near-infrared re-

gions. As reported by Tagaya et al. in [74] the dopant used in a POF

must meet five criteria to provide an optimum lasing and amplifying

performance. (a) The dopant must have high fluorescent quantum effi-

ciency in the selected polymer host, as this feature is directly related to

the probability of stimulation emission; (b) The dopant must be highly

photostable, as relatively high excitation intensities and cycles are re-

quired for light amplification; (c) There must be a minimal overlap be-

tween the dopant emission and absorption spectra, because amplification
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rarely occur within the region of spectral overlap due to self-absorption

phenomena; (d) The dopant molecules must absorb the radiation of the

pump source and must maintain the population inversion required for

stimulated emissions to happen; and (e) The dopants must have the

proper solubility and thermal stability in the selected polymeric host.

Conjugated polyemers show interesting properties. For example,

whereas dye-doped fiber lasers and amplifiers have to be pumped op-

tically, conjugated polymers open the possibility of electrical pumping

in the future, since they are capable of charge transport [75]. However,

the gains reported for some conjugated polymers were much smaller than

those achieved with organic dyes. The main reason of this could be be-

cause organic dyes present higher absorption and emission cross sections,

and because they can generally be dissolved in greater concentrations in

the host medium, what leads to higher gains. On the other hand, rare

earth ions show exceptional photostability and narrow emission bands,

and they have extensively been studied as dopants in glass fiber am-

plifiers [76, 77]. However, they are insoluble in polymer matrices what

leads to the need to use organic ligands to make them compatible with

polymer hosts. Besides, the fiber lengths required (several meters) for

attaining optimum gain are longer than those needed with organic dyes.

In light of the foregoing, organic dyes appear to be great candidates

for efficient lasing and amplification. Among the extensive variety of

organic dyes available, rhodamime dyes and their derivatives are widely

used [78, 79, 53]. They have been studied in diverse areas of research and

for commercial purposes due to their good fluorescent properties. Rho-

damine 6G (R6G) is one of the most efficient fluorescent dyes, on which

studies are continuously being carried out without interruption from the

middle past century. It has frequently been investigated in solid-state

lasers and amplifiers in a variety of different hosts, due to its high flu-

orescence quantum yield (0.95), low intersystem crossing rate, and its
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high photostability compared to other organic dyes [80].

It was in 1988 that the first demonstration of lasing emission in a dye

doped POF was demonstrated by Muto et al. [81]. In this work, they

measured an slope efficiency of 10% at 435 nm employing a SI PMMA

fiber of 2 cm doped with R6G. Since that first demonstration, many re-

search has been carried out involving doped POFs as light sources. If

a resonant optical cavity (a pair of mirrors on either end of the gain

medium) is used, the light source is laser radiation and a fiber laser is

obtained. A Fabry-Perot resonator constructed with a dielectric mirror

butted to a fiber end was used to get lasing emission in several works

[63, 78]. In a comparative study of the laser features between rhodamine-

doped POF lasers and conventional bulk lasers it was demonstrated that

the efficiency is higher and that the energy threshold is lower for fiber

lasers [63]. On the other hand, in doped fibers with high gain, amplified

spontaneous emission can also occur without the aid of a resonant cavity

[79, 82, 83, 84, 85]. ASE presents some of the signatures of laser radia-

tion, such as spectral narrowing, existence of a threshold-like energy and

directionality. However, since ASE has not been spectrally filtered by a

resonator, the output bandwidth is broader than the typical laser radi-

ation, usually a few to a few tens of nanometers. This property makes

these doped POFs suitable as light sources in applications where low

coherence light is used, such as low coherence interferometry, imaging,

sensing or fiber gyroscopes [86, 87, 88]. These kind of light sources are

distinguished from the fiber lasers by denoting them as ASE fiber lasers

or mirrorless fiber lasers. In recent years, ASE effect have been detected

in SI POFs doped with several organic dyes of different concentrations

by pumping the fibers either longitudinally and transversally. In the

work carried out by Maier et al., it was shown the lasing efficiency for

a transversely pumped rhodamine 11 B-doped fiber achieved 36% [84].

Besides, multimode laser emission was reported in a polymer optical fiber
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doped with a mixture of R6G and rhodamine-B dyes, where it was con-

firmed that the optical feedback for the gain medium was provided by

the cylindrical structure of the optical fiber, which acts as a cavity [79].

Theoretical and experimental analysis of the properties of ASE in a R6G

doped GI POF was reported for the first time in 2013 by Illarramendi

et al. [85]. The authors demonstrated that a theoretical model based on

the laser rate equations could serve to describe successfully the spectral

ASE features and their dependence with the fiber length. In the field of

doped mPOFs ASE effect was observed for a 100 µm diameter and 5 cm

long R6G doped fiber, obtaining a linewidth of 5 nm at 569 nm [89]. In

this same work, a maximum gain of 30.3 dB was measured at 574 nm

using a 2 m of the same doped mPOF with pump pulsed of 325 µJ at

532 nm. ASE performance has also been studied for new structures of

doped POFs, such as nanoscale fibers [90, 91, 92] or hollow fibers [93, 94].

Nanoescale fibers fabricated by means of the electrospinning technique

are also fully compatible with organic dyes, rare earth ions, conjugated

polymers, and nanocrystal dopants [95, 96, 97]. A review focused on

the fabrication, the characterization and the applications of doped poly-

mer optical nanofibers is reported in [98]. Multimode laser emission has

been recently observed from a R6G doped hollow POF by transverse

pulsed photo-excitation [94]. Although there are some studies regarding

two-photon emission of doped POFs [99, 100], only the work conducted

by He et al. in 1996 reported up-converted laser radiation, where they

demonstrated up-converted cavity lasing at 610 nm in a dye-doped POF

under nanosecond excitation at 1064 nm [99]. Random lasing in a doped

POF was demonstrated for the first time in 2013 [101], opening a window

to new research and applications of these disordered systems as optoelec-

tronic integrated devices and optical sensors.

The first POF amplifier was reported by Tagaya et al. using a

rhodamine-B doped GI POF [102]. In that work, a maximum gain of
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27 dB was obtained at 591 nm with a short fiber length of 0.5 m pump-

ing with the second harmonic of a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser. In 1996,

Peng et al. first demonstrated optical amplification in a rhodamine-B

doped SI POF obtaining a net optical gain of 23 dB at 620 nm in a

90 cm fiber [103]. In the following years, researchers from all over the

world have tried to improve the amplification features of POF amplifiers

[74, 64, 67, 104, 105]. A possible way to improve the optical gain can be

by increasing the dopant concentration in the core material. However,

if the dopant concentration is increased up to the saturation limit, this

could lead to aggregation of the active material and thereby increase the

losses in the fiber. Another possible way to enhance the amplification

features could be by embedding different dopants in the core material, in

order to shift the wavelength of the maximum gain into the low attenua-

tion windows of the PMMA material. In the work carried out by Tagaya

et.al in 1997 amplification characteristics of a wide range of organic dyes

were studied [64]. It is worth mentioning the gain characteristics achieved

for the organic dopants R6G and oxazine-4, since the maximum ampli-

fication was tested at wavelengths close to the most used transmission

window of PMMA POFs, i.e. at 650 nm. Signal gain was also detected

in a SI POF doped with Eu(DBM)3Phen at 613 nm, what proved the

potential of POFs doped with rare-earths as optical active devices [67].

4.2 Experimental methods

The different experimental methods employed in this chapter are ad-

dressed in this section.
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• Measurement of the absorption spectrum

The absorption curves of the doped POFs were measured at room

temperature employing a CARY 50 UV-VIS spectrophotometer equipped

with a fiber-optic accessory. The sample lengths were about 1 cm so that

the absorption bands of the dyes embedded in the fiber cores could be

correctly detected avoiding saturation.

• ASE Vs pump energy

The set up employed for the study of the ASE features as func-

tion of the pump energy is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This figure also

shows a photograph of a doped POF sample in the positioning system.

As can be seen, the samples were transversally excited with the output

beam of a frequency doubled 10 Hz Nd:YAG nanosecond laser (EKSPLA

NL301HT) with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. This source emits

approximately Gaussian pulses with temporal width at half maximum of

20 ns. The excitation energy was controlled employing neutral density

filters. The pump beam was expanded and collimated by means of two

optical lenses (L1 and L2), and a cylindrical lens (L3) was used to con-

vert the circular beam spot into a narrow stripe of 1 mm in height and

a specific excitation length, ze.

• Pump polarization dependence analysis

The electric-field polarization of the pump was controlled by two

Glan-Laser Calcite polarizers with high resistance to laser damage (New-

port 10GL08AR.14) (P1 horizontal polarizer and P2 vertical polarizer),

and by a zero-order precision half-wave plate λ/2 (Newport 05RP32-

532). These are depicted in Figure 4.1 inside a dashed red square, as it

is a removable element of the set-up only used for the pump polarization
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the experimental set-up for the study of
the ASE features employing transversal excitation. LS: laser source;
SH: second harmonic generator; VF: variable neutral density filters; P1:
horizontal polarizer; λ/2: half-wave plate; P2: vertical polarizer; L1:
divergent lens; L2: convergent lens; L3: cylindrical lens; ze: length of
the excitation stripe; XY: XY positioner; FOS: fiber-optic spectrometer.
Inset: photograph of the fiber positioning system.

analysis. By means of these three elements, the polarization of the exci-

tation beam can be switched from horizontal to vertical. Figure 4.2 shows

the reference system for the fiber axis and the two pumping polarizations.

• Gain calculation: variable stripe length method

The optical gain was measured employing the variable stripe length

method (VSL). This method was first described by Shaklee and Leheny

during the seventies [106], and since then it has been widely used due

to its simplicity and advantages over other methods (no special sample

preparation is needed and transparent or opaque samples can be studied)

[107]. In this technique the active POF is transversally excited by a
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Figure 4.2: Reference system showing the fiber axis (z), the light prop-
agation direction (x) and the vertical and horizontal pump polarizations.

narrow stripe of light, which is obtained by focusing the pump beam

through a cylindrical lens. The excitation length, ze, can be varied from

0 to a maximum value, ze,max, by means of an adjustable slit controlled

by a micrometer drive. The emission signal, I(ze), is collected at one

of the fiber ends as a function of ze. For the implementation of this

technique, an adjustable slit was added to the set-up from Figure 4.1

after the cylindrical lens (L3), so that an ASE signal is collected at one

of the fiber ends as a function of ze in the range between 0 and ze,max.

An illustration the VSL technique is shown in Figure 4.3.

The gain coefficients are experimentally calculated by recording the

output intensity at a desired wavelength λ as a function of ze, and by

fitting the obtained experimental points to equation (3.11). The values

calculated by using the VSL method correspond to the net gain, which

is the material gain minus the propagation losses.

• Optical losses: side illumination technique

The evolution of the output emission as function of the non-exited

fiber length zne was measured employing the side illumination technique
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of part of the experimental VSL set-up used for
gain measurements (left): L3: cylindrical lens; SL: variable slit; ze,max:
maximum excitation length; ze: length of the excitation stripe; FOS:
fiber-optic spectrometer. A detail of the VSL method (right).

(SIT) by mounting the fiber positioning system and the detector on a

motor-driven linear stage. By controlling the position of the linear stage,

the excitation point in the fiber is moved further from the detector, and

by collecting the output emission at each position, the dependency of the

emission with zne is obtained. An illustration of this set-up is shown in

Figure 4.4.

The optical loss coefficients were calculated by measuring the de-

crease of the intensity of the fluorescence spectra as the zne increases,

and by fitting the experimental points to equation (3.9) for each of the

wavelengths of interest. By plotting the attenuation coefficients as func-

tion of λ, the attenuation curve is obtained.

• Two-photon emission

For the TPA fluorescence analysis, the samples were optically pumped

using a tunable ultrafast femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics Mai Tai HP)

with a wavelength range from 690 nm to 1040 nm and 80 MHz of rep-
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Figure 4.4: Experimental set-up for the analysis as function of the non
exited fiber length zne. LS: laser source; BS: beam splitter; SH: second
harmonic generator; XY: XY positioner; FOS: fiber-optic spectrometer.
The dashed line represents the possibility of direct excitation from the
laser source.

etition rate. This source emits Gaussian pulses with a temporal width

of about 100 fs. A convergent lens with a focal length of 8 cm was used

in order to concentrate all the pumping energy at a point on the fiber

(as very high pump irradiances are needed for TPA). In order to remove

the pump power that could propagate through the fiber, a 10SWF-800-B

short-pass filter with a cut wavelength of 800 nm was inserted in a filter

holder placed between the fiber end and the spectrometer. Figure 4.5

illustrates the set-up used for the TPA measurements together with a

photograph of a sample fiber in the positioning system.

• Output emission detection

The output emission at one of the fiber ends was measured employ-

ing a fiber-optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000) with an optical

resolution of 1.5 nm of FWHM. In all the measurements the emission

propagates through a non-excited length of 3.3 cm before reaching the

detector. This length corresponds to the size of the SMA fiber connector.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental set-up for two-photon fluorescence measure-
ments employing transversal excitation. LS: laser source; L: convergent
lens; XY: XY positioner; FH: filter holder; zne: non-excited fiber length;
FOS: fiber-optic spectrometer. Inset: photograph of a sample fiber in
the positioning system.

4.3 Result 1: ASE and gain study employing

R6G doped gradded-index PMMA POFs

In this study the properties of the amplified spontaneous emission in R6G

doped PMMA GI POFs of two different dopant concentrations were ana-

lyzed, both as function of the pump energy and as function of the excited

length. The pump polarization effects on the fiber emission properties

were studied exciting the fiber with horizontal and vertical polarizations.

Besides, the optical gains were determined employing the VSL method,

and their dependence on the dopant concentration and pump polariza-

tion was analyzed. A comparison between the values of optical gain and

loss, and a theoretical calculation of the evolution of the local gain are

also carried out.
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4.3.1 Samples

The fibers studied are two GI PMMA POFs doped with R6G in

their core. Figure 4.6 illustrates the refractive index profile and the dye

radial distribution of these samples. As can be seen, the variation of

the refractive index is the typical one from GI POFs, which decreases

gradually with the radial distance. The dopant concentration is also

non-uniform, with greater concentration at smaller radial distances. The

average dopant concentration is 12 ppm in one fiber, and 16 ppm in the

other. These fibers were obtained from a collaboration with the research

group led by Prof. Koike from Keio University in Japan. They were

manufactured employing a interfacial-gel polymerization technique, in

which a low refractive index monomer (methyl methacrylate, MMA) is

mixed with the R6G and with an unreactive component with a high

refractive index (bromobenzene) to get a gradient index in the radial

direction. To obtain a PMMA cladding, a PMMA tube whit outer and

inner diameters of 10 and 6− 7 mm was filled with the mixture, forming

the fiber preform. Finally the preform rod was heat-drawn to a fiber

at a furnace temperature of around 180− 220◦C. Further details of the

manufacturing technique can be found in [64, 108]. The core diameters

of the two fibers analyzed are 0.58 mm and 0.71 mm for the 12 ppm

and 16 ppm samples respectively. The total fiber diameter including the

cladding is 1 mm in both cases. For both fibers, the refractive index at

the fiber symmetry axis is n1 = 1.501, and it decreases to n2 = 1.492 in

the cladding (see Figure 4.6). Figure 4.7 shows two microscope images of

transversal cuts of the two analyzed fibers, and their main characteristics

are summarized in Table 4.1.

The absorption bands of each of the R6G-doped fibers are presented

in Figure 4.8. The main bands correspond to the dominant transition

from the ground state S0, to the first excited singlet state S1, and they
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Figure 4.6: Refractive index (left) and normalized dye radial distribu-
tion (right) in a R6G doped fiber core as functions of the radial distance.
(Data provided by Keio University).

Figure 4.7: Microscope images of the transversal section of the two an-
alyzed GI PMMA POFs, the fiber with the lowest dopant concentration
(F12) on the left, and the fiber with the highest dopant concentration
(F16) on the right.

Table 4.1: Summary of the characteristics of the R6G doped PMMA GI POFs.

Fiber
code

Type Host
Average

concentration
(ppm)

Core �
(mm)

Total �
(mm)

F12 GI PMMA 12 0.58 1
F16 GI PMMA 16 0.71 1
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are located approximately in the spectral region between 490 nm and

550 mm. The flattened shape of these bands can be explained from the

contributions of dye aggregates formed at the employed dopant concen-

trations that tend to broaden the absorption band. This flattering has

also been reported in previous works with R6G-doped PMMA rods [109].

The transition from S0 to the excited singlet state S2 can also be seen

in both fibers as a much weaker absorption band around 350 nm. It

has to be noted that this absorption band is superimposed on the ul-

traviolet absorption curve of the PMMA host. As could be expected,

the fiber with the highest dopant concentration shows higher absorption

coefficients. Figure 4.8 also illustrates the normalized fluorescence spec-

trum of the F16 sample, corresponding to the transition from S1 to S0.

The maximum of this emission curve is located at around 588 nm. It

should be noticed that there exists an overlap between the absorption

and fluorescence spectra. This fact will cause a red-shift in the emission

spectrum when the distance traveled by light inside the fiber increases.

Figure 4.8: Spectral absorption coefficients (α) corresponding to F12
and F16 fibers measured employing a CARY 50 UV-VIS spectropho-
tometer, and normalized fluorescence spectrum of F16 sample under
Nd:YAG 532 nm excitation. (ze = 1.2 mm).
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4.3.2 ASE features Vs pump energy

In this experiment the ASE performance of F12 and F16 fibers was

studied as a function of the pump energy employing the set up showed in

Figure 4.1. The excited length was set to 1.92 cm for both fibers. Figure

4.9 illustrates the evolution of the emission spectrum for different pump

energies. In both graphs, as the pump energy increases, characteristics

of the ASE can be seen straightforward, namely a spectral narrowing

and a blue-shift towards the peak of the emission cross section of the

R6G dye. According to the plotted pump energies, it can be deducted

that F16 fiber requires less excitation energy than F12 to reach the ASE

threshold. This result could be expected as the dye concentration of F16

is higher than that of F12. However, to obtain more precise information

about the ASE threshold of each of the samples the evolution of the

FWHM of the emitted spectra and of the total output intensity were

examined.

Figure 4.9: Evolution of the emission spectra of F12 (left) and F16
(right) for different excitation energies Ep. ASE characteristics such as
spectral narrowing and blue-shift of the emission are observed when the
pump energy is increased. (ze = 1.2 mm).
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As explained in Section 3.3.3, in materials with high gain, ASE may

occur without the aid of any resonant cavities. This phenomenon hap-

pens above a threshold energy, which can be estimated employing both

the FWHM of the emitted spectra or the output intensity curves. Figure

4.10 shows the progression of the FWHM of the emission of F12 and

F16 as functions of the pump energy. It can be noted that the spectral

narrowing occurs more rapidly for the F16 sample in comparison to F12,

as it was expected. The ASE threshold values, calculated from the sig-

moidal fitting curves (red lines in Figure 4.10), are 0.70 ± 0.05 mJ and

0.13 ± 0.06 mJ for F12 and F16 respectively. It can also be seen that

the spectral narrowing reaches a saturation value due to gain-saturation

effects, and the FWHM tends to become rather horizontal for high pump

energies. Even if F16 sample reaches this saturation at lower pump en-

ergies than F12, for both fibers the FWHM narrows up to 15 nm, where

saturation occurs. The absolute ASE narrowing is measured 29 nm for

F12 and 27 nm for F16.

Figure 4.10: Progression of the spectral full width at half maximum for
both F12 and F16 samples as functions of the pump energy. The solid
red lines represent the sigmoidal fitting curves. The sigmoidal equation
used is the following, (A+B)/(1+e(C−x)/D), where parameter C defines
the inflection point, which corresponds to the ASE threshold value.
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Figure 4.11 illustrates the evolution of the total output intensities of

F12 and F16 as functions of the pump energy. As can be seen, when

the excitation energy exceeds the ASE threshold, the output intensity

increases abruptly and it can be considered rather linearly dependent

with the pump energy. From the pump power at which the linear curve

cuts the x-axis, the ASE thresholds are determined. The values obtained

are 0.81±0.08 mJ and 0.19±0.10 mJ for F12 and F16 respectively. These

values slightly differ from those calculated from the FWHM curve, yet

they are within the tolerance margin. F16 sample shows greater slope

efficiency than F12 as can be seen from the slopes of the linear fittings.

Figure 4.11: Evolution of the output intensities of F12 and F16 samples
as functions of the pump energy. The solid red lines represent the linear
fitting curves.

Finally, Figure 4.12 displays the pump power dependence of the aver-

age emission wavelength for both samples. This parameter is defined as

λavg =
∫∞
−∞ λP (λ)dλ/

∫∞
−∞ P (λ)dλ. As can be seen, the emission under-

goes a spectral blue-shift under the presence of ASE. This effect may be

explained as greater gains are obtained in the proximity of the peak of

the emission cross section [53]. The initial λavg value of both samples is
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Figure 4.12: Progression of the average emission wavelength as a func-
tion of the pump energy for F12 and F16 fibers.

around 610 nm, and the final value if around 584 nm for F12 and 582 nm

for F16. As it happened with the FWHM curve, the λavg curve also

tends to saturate at a certain pump energy value. This saturation occurs

again faster for the F16 sample, as its ASE threshold value is lower. The

absolute blue-shifts calculated are 26 nm and 28 nm for F12 and F16

respectively. Table 4.2 summarizes all the aforementioned experimental

values.

Table 4.2: Summary of the ASE characteristics of F12 and F16 fibers.

Fiber
code

ASEth

FWHM
(mJ)

Spectral
narrowing

(nm)

ASEth

Intensity
(mJ)

Blue-shift
(nm)

F12 0.70± 0.05 29 0.81± 0.08 26
F16 0.13± 0.06 27 0.19± 0.10 28
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4.3.3 ASE features Vs ze and study of the net gain

ASE can be observed not only varying the pump energy, but also as

a function of the illuminated fiber length, ze, when using an adequate

pump irradiance. For this experiment the VSL method was employed,

as shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.13 shows an example of the evolution of the emission spec-

trum as a function of ze. The data plotted correspond to F16 sample

and five different illuminated lengths. As can be seen, as ze increases,

the emission narrows spectrally, and at the same time, it undergoes a

blue-shift to the peak of emission. This two effects, as seen before, are

signatures of ASE. A similar behavior is observed for the F12 sample.

Figure 4.13: Evolution of the emission spectrum of F16 sample for
different illuminated lengths, ze. ASE characteristics such as spectral
narrowing and blue-shift of the emission are observed when the ze in-
creases.

Continuing with this analysis, the dependency of the FWHM of the

emitted spectra, the output intensity and the average emission wave-

length with ze were measured for F12 and F16 samples and for different
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pump irradiances. It has to be noted that in the VSL technique the irra-

diance that impinges on the fiber at each step remains constant. Figures

4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the results obtained for F12 and F16 samples

respectively. The data from F12 were obtained employing three different

maximum excitation lengths, ze,max (0.64, 0.96 and 2.4 cm), and a con-

stant pump energy of 12 mJ, what involves pump irradiances of 187, 125

and 50 mJ/cm2 respectively. On the other hand, the data from F16 was

measured for a ze,max of 1.92 cm and four different pump energies (0.6,

1, 1.6, and 2.5 mJ), obtaining excitation irradiances of 3.1, 5.2, 8.3, and

13 mJ/cm2.

As can be seen in both figures, the spectral narrowing with ze oc-

curs faster when higher pump irradiances are employed. Therefore, the

spectral width achieved for a certain ze tends to be narrower for higher

values of irradiance. However, due to gain saturation effects, the spec-

tral width stops narrowing for long-enough values of ze, and its curve

becomes rather horizontal. This effect can clearly be seen when ze,max

of 2.4 and 1.92 cm are used, for example in the case of 50 mJ/cm2 in

Figure 4.14 and in all cases in Figure 4.15. In the same way, the spectral

blue-shift (see the evolution of the λavg) also occurs faster when higher

pump irradiaces are employed, and it also saturates to a certain value for

long-enough values of ze. Note that the last data points of the output in-

tensity curves of F16 fiber are also under the influence of gain saturation

effects.

With the objective of corroborating the experimental trend with

simulations, a comparison of the theoretical and experimental FWHM

curves is illustrated in Figure 4.16 for F16 sample and three different

pump irradiances (3.1, 5.2, and 13 mJ/cm2). The simulations have been

obtained from equations (3.6) and (3.7) when ze is varied from 0 to

ze,max = 2 cm (γ = 1.7, β = 0, 07, τ = 4.84 ns, σe = 1, 46 · 10−20 m2,
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of the FWHM, the output intensity and the
λavg of F12 sample as a function of ze, for three pump irradiances of 50,
125 and 187 mJ/cm2.

and σa = 1.34 · 10−21 m2). As can be seen, the behavior is the same in

both graphs, the FWHM curve narrows more rapidly when higher pump

irradiances are used. Besides, both theoretical and experimental curves

show that the spectral narrowing will never be smaller than a certain

value due to saturation, e.g., 10 nm.

As seen in the previous section, the concentration of the dopant plays

and important role in the ASE performing. In this case, the effect of the

dopant concentration can also be observed in all the experimental re-
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of the FWHM, the λavg and output intensity
of F16 sample as a function of ze, for four pump irradiances of 3.1, 5.2,
8.3, and 13 mJ/cm2.

sults. As an example, for a certain value of ze, F16 fiber experiments

approximately the same spectral narrowing than F12 but for a pump

irradiance much smaller. This effect is even better observed from the re-

sults obtained from the calculations of the optical gains. The optical gain

coefficients were calculated by fitting the output intensities to equation

(3.11) for each of the wavelengths of interest. The relative error of the

obtained values was around 2.5%. An example of this method is shown in

Figure 4.17 for the F16 sample and a λ of 570 nm. As can be seen, when
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Figure 4.16: Theoretical (left) and experimental (right) evolution of
the FWHM for the F16 sample and three pump irradiances (3.1, 5.2,
and 13 mJ/cm2).

the excitation length grows above a certain point, the output intensity

starts saturating. This phenomenon is known as gain saturation effect.

For the calculation of the net gain only the experimental points before

saturation are taken into account, as the red fitting curve illustrates.

Figure 4.18 shows the spectral gains obtained for F12 (left) and F16

(right) for a region of interest from 550 to 590 nm. As can be seen, at all

wavelengths and for both fibers, greater gains are achieved with greater

excitation irradiances. The maximum gain takes place at a wavelength

λ that lies in the range between 565 and 570 nm. In spite of the much

greater pump irradiances employed with the F12 fibre, the gains ob-

tained with both fibres are similar, reaching a maximum value of around

13 cm−1 for the case of highest pump irradiance. More precisely, for

this specific case, 20 times less pump irradiance is needed for F16 fiber

than for F12 fiber to get approximately the same optical gain. This

fact confirms the strong influence of the dopant concentration on the

ASE performance of these R6G doped GI PMMA fibers. The values of

the gains obtained in this experiment are comparable to those reported
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Figure 4.17: Example of the calculation of the optical gain for F16
with two different irradiances and a wavelength of interest of 570 nm.
The solid red lines represent the fitting curves to equation (3.11) carried
out in the range of 0 cm and 1.1 or 1.3 cm to avoid saturation effects.

Figure 4.18: Calculated spectral net gains for F12 and F16 fibers for
different pump irradiances. The relative error of the obtained gain values
is ∼ 2.5%.

by Persano et al. in electrospun R6G doped PMMA nanofibres, whith

values of 8 cm−1 at 600 nm [92].

On the other hand, with the aim of comparison between gain and
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losses, the attenuation coefficients of F16 were calculated following the

method shown in Section 4.2. As it was expected for gain regime, the

gain coefficients are much greater than the attenuation coefficients for all

the wavelength analyzed. As an example, at λ = 570 nm g ≈ 13 cm−1

(I = 9.4 mJ/cm2), and the attenuation coefficient at that same λ is α ≈
0.16 cm−1. Figure 4.19 gathers the attenuation coefficients as function

of wavelength corresponding to F16 sample.

Figure 4.19: Attenuation coefficients of F16 sample obtained from the
SIT. The relative error of the obtained values is ∼ 3%.

As a final study, the variation of the local gain along the fiber length

was analyzed for the F16 fiber. The calculations were performed em-

ploying the rate equations (3.6) and (3.7), and three different values of

ze,max (0.64 cm, 2.4 cm, and 3 cm), but maintaining a constant pump

irradiance of Ip = 8 mJ/cm2. Figure 4.20 illustrates the evolution of the

net gain at different positions z along the fiber, starting from the edge

of the excited fiber length and finishing at the fiber end, where the light

detection occurs. As can be seen, when ze,max is 2.4 cm and 3 cm there

is a zone of rather constant positive gain from a certain minimum value

of z to nearly ze,max. As z approaches ze,max, the start of gain satura-
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Figure 4.20: Theoretical calculation of the evolution of the local gain
at different positions z on the fiber for three different ze,max (ze,max1 =
0.64 cm, ze,max2 = 2.4 cm, and ze,max3 = 3 cm), and a constant pump
irradiance of Ip = 8 mJ/cm2. (gz = dlogE)/dz).

tion can be observed, since the values of gain begin to decrease. Once

z > ze,max there is a very rapid transition from positive to negative gains,

and there is another rather constant zone of negative gain. This zone

corresponds to the contribution of the non-excited length zne, as in the

measurements the light that has traveled all the fiber length ze + zne is

collected, thus crossing zones of positive and negative gain. The negative

gain in zne is due to fiber losses, and its absolute value tends to be equal

to the absorption coefficient α of the fiber. If the absolute values of gain

are considered, it can be seen that they are much smaller in zne than in

ze, and thus, the contribution of the non-excited length to the output

energy is relatively negligible. As seen from Figure 4.19 the value of α

was measured to be around 0.16 cm−1 at 570 nm for the F16 sample,

which is in agreement with the values shown in Figure 4.20, and confirms

that the losses in zne are much smaller that the gain in ze. Therefore,

the output of the fiber can be estimated from the behavior of light in the
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illuminated length ze. From these results, it can be concluded than when

ze,max is large, the gain becomes rather constant along a large enough

length to be able to assume a constant gain inside ze, as it was raised in

equation (3.11). For the smallest values of z, the gain is variable, so it is

convenient to use large enough values of ze to obtain a constant gain.

4.3.4 Polarization effects on ASE and on the net gain

The effects of of pumping the doped POFs with vertical and horizon-

tal polarizations is studied in this section, both as function of the pump

energy and as function of the illuminated fiber length employing the VSL

method.

The first analysis was carried out for the F12 sample with an excited

fiber length of 1.92 cm, and employing the set up from Figure 4.1. Figure

4.21 shows the evolution of the FWHM curve (left) and of the output

intensity (right) for both pump polarizations analyzed, horizontal and

vertical. As can be seen, the spectral narrowing and the abrupt increase

of the output intensity occurs at lower pump energies for the vertical

polarization. This involves a lower ASE threshold when the sample is

excited with a perpendicular polarization to the fiber symmetry axis.

Besides, from the slopes of the linear fittings of the output intensity, it

can be seen that the slope efficiency is greater for the vertical polariza-

tion excitation. The main reason for these phenomena could underlie

in the orientation of the excited dipole moments (−→p ). For the verti-

cal polarization, the majority of the excited dipole moments are aligned

perpendicularly to the fiber axis, so that their emission lobes are mainly

oriented towards the fiber symmetry axis, helping the waveguiding of the

emitted light through the fiber core [110]. A schematic representation of

this assumption is illustrated in Figure 4.22. The ASE thresholds values
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calculated with the two methods and the spectral narrowing are gath-

ered in Table 4.3. As can be seen, the ASE thresholds are around 2 times

smaller when using vertical polarization.

Figure 4.21: Evolution of the FWHM of the emitted spectra (left)
and of the output intensity (right) of the F12 sample for horizontal and
vertical polarizations. The solid red lines represent the fitting curves.

Figure 4.22: Illustration of the radiation patterns for a dipole parallel
to the fiber symmetry axis (left) and for a dipole perpendicular to the
fiber symmetry axis (right), corresponding to the horizontal and vertical
pump polarizations respectively. −→p represents the dipole moment [110].

Figure 4.23 shows the progression of the λavg for the two pump polar-

izations, which represents the blue-shift the emission spectrum undergoes

when ASE occurs. As can be seen, the blue-shift is practically the same

for both pump polarizations although the spectral displacement occurs

at lower pump energies for the vertical polarization. The absolute values

of the spectral blue-shift are gathered in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Summary of the ASE characteristics of F12 sample for two pump polar-
izations.

Polarization
ASEth

FWHM
(mJ)

Spectral
narrowing

(nm)

ASEth

Intensity
(mJ)

Blue-shift
(nm)

Horizontal 0.70± 0.05 29 0.81± 0.08 26
Vertical 0.28± 0.09 29 0.48± 0.12 27

Figure 4.23: Progression of the average emission wavelength as a func-
tion of the pump energy for the F12 fiber and horizontal and vertical
pump polarizations.

As a second analysis, the effects the pump polarization may have

on the ASE and gain performance was studied as a function of the il-

luminated fiber length. The sample under test was F12 fiber with a

ze,max of 2.4 and three different pump irradiances, namely 23, 14.5, and

10.5 mJ/cm2, each of them studied for horizontal and vertical polariza-

tions.
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Figure 4.24: Evolution of the FWHM curve of F12 samples as a func-
tion of ze for two different polarizations and three pump irradiances, 23,
14.5, and 10.5 mJ/cm2.

The FWHM curves are illustrated in Figure 4.24. As can be seen,

in all cases the spectral narrowing occurs at shorter illuminated lengths

for the vertical polarization. Besides, it can also be observed that ASE

occurs more rapid with higher pump irradiances. These results agrees

with those shown in the previous section. The spectral blue-shift of the

λavg was also observed at shorter ze for the vertical polarization and for

higher pump irradiances.
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Finally, Figure 4.25 illustrates the output intensity curves employed

for the gain coefficient calculation. It corresponds to the pump irradi-

ance of 23 mJ/cm2 and a emission wavelength of 575 nm. From the

fittings of the experimental data to equation (3.11), gain coefficients of

3.9 ± 0.2 cm−1 and 4.8 ± 0.2 cm−1 were calculated for horizontal and

vertical polarizations respectively. As it was expected, about 1.23 times

grater gain is obtained for the vertical polarization under the same ex-

perimental conditions.

Figure 4.25: Output intensities of F12 sample as a function of ze for
a pump irradiance of 23 mJ/cm2, a emission wavelength of 575 nm, and
horizontal and vertical polarizations. The solid red lines represent the
fittings of the data points to equation (3.11).
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4.4 Result 2: Cladded and uncladded R6G doped

thermoset SI POFs: ASE, gain and two-

photon fluorescence analysis

The emission properties of R6G doped SI cladded and uncladded ther-

moset fibers were studied in a transversal excitation configuration. The

measurements include an analysis of the ASE performance and a study

of the optical gains by using the VSL method. The pump polariza-

tion influence was reported for both analysis. Besides, the evolution

of the emission spectra as a function of the propagation distance was

also reported for both one-photon absorption and two-photon absorp-

tion. Comparisons of the results of the cladded fiber with those of the

uncladded one are presented and discussed.

4.4.1 Samples

The samples analyzed are cladded and uncladded SI thermoset POFs

doped with R6G in their cores with a concentration of 300 ppm. The dye

radial distribution and the refractive index are uniform all along the core.

The samples were obtained from a collaboration with the fiber manufac-

turing company Intellisiv Ltd. (Gadera, Israel). They were fabricated by

a photopolymerization process via UV-curing, where the polymerization

and fiber fabrication occurs in one unique step. This fabrication method

does not require solvents or polymer melting. More information about

the fiber fabrication method can be found in [111, 112]. The diameter of

the uncladded fiber is 870 µm, whereas the total diameter of the cladded

fiber is 740 µm including a cladding of 25 µm. The core refractive in-

dex is 1.54 in both cases. Figure 4.26 shows two microscope images of

the transversal sections of the samples. The main characteristics of both
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fibers are gathered in Table 4.4.

Figure 4.26: Microscope images of the transversal sections of the two
thermoset POFs, the uncladded fiber on the left, and the cladded fiber
on the right.

Table 4.4: Summary of the characteristics of the R6G doped thermoset SI POFs.

Fiber Type Host
Conc.
(ppm)

Core �
(µm)

Total �
(µm)

Uncladded SI
Thermoset

polymer
300 870 870

Cladded SI
Thermoset

polymer
300 715 740

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of the cladded sample are

presented in Figure 4.27. There is a strong absorption band correspond-

ing to the dominant transition from the ground state S0 to the first

excited singlet state S1 located approximately at the spectral region be-

tween 490 nm and 560 mm. As happened for the R6G PMMA GI samples

in the previous section, the absorption band shows a flattened shape in

this wavelength range, which can be explained from the contributions

of dye aggregates formed at the high dopant concentrations that tend

to broaden the absorption band. The normalized fluorescence spectrum

corresponds to the transition from S1 to S0, and its is located at around
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617 nm. The typical overlap between the absorption and fluorescence

spectra of R6G can also be observed.

Figure 4.27: Spectral absorption coefficients (α) and normalized flu-
orescence spectrum corresponding to the cladded thermoset sample.
(ze = 1.2 mm).

4.4.2 ASE features Vs pump energy

The ASE performance of the cladded and uncladded thermoset POFs

has been studied as a function of the pump energy using the set-up from

Figure 4.1. The excited fiber length was 0.96 cm.

Figure 4.28 illustrates the progression of the emission spectrum as dif-

ferent pump energies are employed. The data correspond to the cladded

sample. As can be seen, with low pump energies fluorescence dominates

the emission, but as the pump energy increases, ASE occurs, i.e., a nar-

rowing and a blue-shift of the emission spectra. These two signatures of

ASE are also represented in Figure 4.29 as functions of the excitation en-

ergy for both fiber samples. It can be noted that the spectral narrowing
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Figure 4.28: Evolution of the emission spectrum of the cladded ther-
moset POF for different excitation energies. ASE characteristics such as
spectral narrowing and blue-shift of the emission are observed when the
pump energy is increased.

Figure 4.29: Evolution of the FWHM (left) and the λavg (right) of the
emission as functions of the pump energy for the uncladded and cladded
thermoset POFs. The red curves represent the sigmoidal fittings to
FWHM data.

occurs faster for the cladded sample than for the uncladded one, what

suggests a lower ASE threshold energy for the cladded fiber. From the

fittings of sigmoidal curves to the FWHM data, the ASE thresholds were
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calculated, yielding values of 0.93± 0.06 mJ and 0.67± 0.08 mJ for the

uncladded and the cladded fibers respectively. In other words, approxi-

mately 30% less energy is needed in the cladded sample to ASE to occur.

The FWHM of the cladded sample narrows up to 16 nm, whereas the

uncladded fiber narrows up to 23 nm. The absolute ASE narrowing is

measured 27 and 29 nm for the uncladded and cladded fibers. Table 4.5

summarizes the main ASE characteristics of both fibers.

Table 4.5: Summary of the ASE characteristics of the uncladded and cladded ther-
moset POFs.

Fiber
ASEth

FWHM (mJ)
Spectral

narrowing (nm)
Blue-shift

(nm)

Uncladded 0.93± 0.06 27 19
Cladded 0.67± 0.08 29 24

The main reason for obatining a best perfomance with the cladded

sample may be due to the fact that the use of a cladding protects the core

from, for example, scratches, fingerprints and environmental conditions

that can cause the light to leak out from the fiber, while it maintains

the total internal light guidance through the core. In uncladded fibers,

total internal reflection also occurs, but the loss probability along the

fiber surface increases because the imperfections and roughness are more

noticeable and critical. This same behavior was demonstrated in the

work carried out by Bikandi et al. [113], where they measured that

the intensity emitted from a cladded doped POF was in average three

times greater than the emitted by an uncladded sample. Besides, they

demonstrated that the decay of the intensity with distance was clearly

lower for the cladded fiber, what corroborated the existence of more loss

sources in the core-air interface than in the core-clad interface
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4.4.3 Study of the net gain

The optical gain of these thermoset POFs was studied employing the

VSL set-up shown in Figure 4.3. The maximum illuminated fiber length

was 0.96 cm and the pump energy was set 3 mJ, what involves a pump

irradiance of 31 mJ/cm2.

The optical gain coefficients were calculated by the fittings of equation

(3.11) to the output intensities for each of the wavelengths of interest.

The relative error of the obtained gain values was around 5%. An exam-

ple of this calculation is shown in Figure 4.30 for the uncladded sample

and two emission wavelengths (605 and 620 nm). As can be seen, the

intensity curve rises more steeply for λ = 605 nm, what indicates that

a higher gain will be obtained for these wavelength. Figure 4.31 shows

the spectral gains calculated for both the uncladded and the cladded

samples and a wavelength-range of interest between 580 and 620 nm. As

it illustrates, greater gains are achieved for the cladded fiber under the

same measuring conditions. As expected, this result agrees with those

obtained from the analysis of the ASE performance, where it was seen

that the cladded fiber shows a more efficient ASE output due to the pro-

tection the cladding provides against possible loss sources.

With the aim of comparing these results with those obtained for

the GI R6G doped PMMA POFs (Section 4.3.3), Figure 4.32 has been

plotted. This figure represents the optical gains achieved for the F16 R6G

doped PMMA fiber, and for the cladded R6G doped thermoset POF. As

a reminder, the first is a GI fiber with a core diameter of 0.710 mm doped

with R6G in a concentration of 16 ppm in average, and with a PMMA

host. The later, is a SI fiber with a core diameter of 0.715 mm doped

with R6G in a concentration of 300 ppm, and hosted in a thermoset
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polymer. A summary of the characteristics of these fibers, and the pump

irradiance used at each measurement is shown in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.30: Example of the calculation of the optical gain for the un-
cladded thermoset and two emission wavelengths (605 and 620 nm). The
pump irradiance employed is 31 mJ/cm2. The solid red lines represent
the fitting curves of equation (3.11).

Figure 4.31: Calculated spectral gains for the uncladded and cladded
thermoset fibers for a wavelength-range of interest between 580 and
620 nm. The relative error of the obtained gain values is ∼ 5%.
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Table 4.6: Summary of the characteristics of the PMMA and thermoset samples,
and the pump irradiance employed at each of the measurements.

Sample Host Type Dopant
Conc.
(ppm)

Core �
(mm)

Irradiance
(mJ/cm2)

F16 PMMA GI R6G 16 0.710 6.3

Cladded
Thermoset

polymer
SI R6G 300 0.715 31

Figure 4.32: Comparison of the spectral gains for F16 PMMA sample
and the cladded thermoset sample.

In spite of the greater dopant concentration and the higher pump ir-

radiance employed with the thermoset sample, the optical gains are still

higher for the PMMA sample. This effect can be explained by two main

reasons. On the one hand, as seen in Section 3.4, when the power density

and the dopant concentration are greater towards the fiber symmetry axis

(GI fiber), the interaction between dopant and light increases (γ > 1).

In other words, light interacts more efficiently with the dye molecules

in GI dopant distributions, what leads to higher gain coeffcients (see in

equation (3.12) that the gain is proportional to γ) [85, 114]. On the other
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hand, the lower gain values obtained for the thermoset fiber can also be

explained by the very high dopant concentration employed in this sam-

ple. With such a strong dye concentration the R6G molecules may not

have been completely dissolved and the dye molecules may have formed

aggregates. The aggregation of rhodamine has serious disadvantages in

their application in amplification media. The molecular nature of the dye

is strongly affected, and they exhibit changes in their absorption band.

As a result there is a decrease of the fluorescence quantum efficiency and

of the stimulated emission cross section of the dye [115, 116, 117].

4.4.4 Polarization effects on ASE and on the net gain

Figures 4.33 shows the evolution of the FWHM and of the λavg of the

emitted spectra as functions of the pump energy for the uncladded (top)

and cladded (bottom) samples respectively and horizontal and vertical

polarizations (ze = 0.96 cm) As can be seen, in both fibers the spec-

tral narrowing and the blue-shift occurs at lower pump energies when

the sample is excited with a perpendicular polarization to the fiber axis

(vertical polarization). This is the same effect measured for R6G doped

PMMA fibers (see Section 4.3.4), where it was seen that ASE performs

more efficiently for vertical polarization excitation, obtaining lower ASE

threshold values. The ASE threshold and the blue-shift values are gath-

ered in Table 4.7.

Besides, the effects the pump polarization may have on the gain per-

formance were also studied employing the VSL method, for a maximum

illuminated fiber length of 0.96 cm and a pump irradiance of 31 mJ/cm2.

The optical polarization dependent gain curves for a wavelength range

from 580 to 620 nm are shown in Figure 4.34. It can be observed that

the gain coefficients are greater for the vertical polarization than for the
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Figure 4.33: Evolution of the FWHM (left) and the λavg (right) as
functions of the pump energy for the uncladded (top) and the cladded
(bottom) samples and horizontal and vertical polarization. The red
curves represent the sigmoidal fittings to FWHM data.

horizontal one in all the analyzed wavelengths, obtaining an improve-

ment of around 1.5 cm−1 at each studied wavelength. In other words,

about 1.28 times greater gain is obtained for the vertical polarization

under the same measuring conditions. This result agrees with that re-

ported in Section 4.3.4 for the PMMA GI sample, what indicates that

the reason of the increase in gain with the pump polarization is provided

by the fiber cavity itself. From this graph it can also been observed that

greater gain values are obtained for the uncladded sample with vertical
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Table 4.7: Summary of the ASE characteristics of the uncladded and cladded ther-
moset POFs for horizontal and vertical polarizations.

Fiber Polarization
ASEth

FWHM
(mJ)

Blue-shift
(nm)

Uncladded
H 0.93± 0.06 19
V 0.28± 0.09 22

Cladded
H 0.67± 0.08 24
V 0.21± 0.06 25

polarization, than for the cladded sample with horizontal polarization.

This result demonstrates that the pump polarization has a greater effect

on the optical gain than the effect of having a cladding. In any case,

the best ASE performance is obtained employing a cladded sample and

a vertical polarization configuration.

Figure 4.34: Comparison of the optical gain curves of the uncladded
and cladded samples for horizontal and vertical polarizations. The pump
irradiance employed is 31 mJ/cm2 and the wavelength region of interest
is from 580 to 620 nm. The relative of the optical gain values is ∼ 5%.
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4.4.5 Two-photon emission

For studying the emission from the TPA fluorescence the set-up

shown in Figure 4.5 was used. The fibers were pumped at at 1040 nm

and an irradiance of 9120 W/cm2, which was high enough for detecting

emission. The OPA emission was measured with a pump irradiance of

2 W/cm2 and a excitation wavelength of 520 nm.

The OPA and TPA emission spectra of the cladded fiber are plot-

ted in Figure 4.35 for a zne = 48 mm. As can be observed, the TPA

spectrum is shifted towards higher wavelengths by 11 nm in comparison

with that obtained with the OPA. The same effect is observed in the

uncladded fiber. A possible explanation may be related to the excitation

configuration employed. In the TPA set-up, a very small point excita-

tion is used, obtained by focusing the laser beam with a convergence lens.

In this configuration of point excitation, the emitted rays would travel

longer distances along the fiber and, therefore, endure greater red shifts

compared to the OPA configuration, where a bigger region is excited and

more parallel rays would be emitted [60]. A schematic representation of

this effect is illustrated in Figure 4.36 [23].

To deepen on the study of the OPA and TPA properties, an analysis of

the effects of varying the propagation distance was carried out employing

a motor driven linear stage and varying zne from 38 to 150 mm. The evo-

lution of the FWHM and of the λavg of the emitted spectra as functions

of the propagation distance zne is shown in Figure 4.37 for the uncladded

and the cladded samples. Focusing on the spectral widths, there are only

slight variations with the propagation distance. This means that neither

the OPA nor the TPA emission spectra undergo a representative change

on its shape for the analyzed propagation distances. On the other hand,

when the excitation point is moved further from the detector the average
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Figure 4.35: OPA and TPA emission spectra of the cladded thermoset
POF for a constant light propagation distance of zne = 48 mm an a pump
irradiance of 2 W/cm2 (λ = 520 nm) and 9120 W/cm2 (λ = 1040 nm)
for the OPA and TPA respectively.

emission wavelength is shifted towards higher wavelengths, due to reab-

sorption and reemission effects. The TPA curves are clearly red-shifted

by approximately 11 nm from the OPA curves for both samples, as it was

shown in Figure 4.35. In spite of this red-shift, both fibers undergo sim-

ilar slopes for each of the configurations, these being around 1.6 nm/cm

for the uncladded fiber and around 2 nm/cm for the cladded sample.

This kind of analysis can be useful for the design of displacement sensors

based on doped POFs. The values of the average FWHM and the slopes

of the λavg with respect to zne are gathered in Table 4.8.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter various R6G doped POFs have been studied with the

aim of investigating their emission properties for possible applications in
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Figure 4.36: Representative illustration of the distance traveled by
the rays in two excitation configuration. Excitation of a wide POF re-
gion (top). Point source excitation where the rays may travel longer
distances, as in the case of TPA set-up (bottom) [23]. FOS: fiber-optic
spectrometer.

Table 4.8: Values of the average FWHM and the λavg slopes with respect to zne for
OPA and TPA and both uncladded and cladded thermoset samples.

Configuration
Average

FWHM (nm)
λavg slope
(nm/cm)

OPA
Uncladded 50± 1 1.66± 0.07
Cladded 51± 1 1.94± 0.05

TPA
Uncladded 49± 1 1.61± 0.02
Cladded 51± 1 2.05± 0.04

the field of ASE fiber lasers, fiber amplifiers or sensors. The study was

carried out for transversal excitation and as function of the pump energy,

of the illuminated fiber length by means of the VSL, and of the pump

polarization.
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Figure 4.37: FWHM and λavg of the emitted spectra as functions
of the light propagation length for OPA and TPA and uncladded and
cladded samples. The red curves on the λavg represent the linear fittings
for the slope calculations.

Result 1 addressed the ASE and gain properties of two R6G doped

GI PMMA optical fibers of different dopant concentrations (F12 and

F16). The strong influence of the dopant concentration on the ASE

performance and on the optical gains of the two fibers was confirmed,

obtaining lower ASE threshold and greater gains for the fiber with higher

dopant concentration. In particular, 20 times less pump power is needed

for this fiber to get the same optical gain. Besides, the variation of

the optical gain at each position of the fiber was theoretically analyzed,

reaching to the conclusion that the gain in a dye-doped POF can be con-

sidered rather constant inside ze when large enough excitation lengths
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are used. Finally, the influence of the pump polarization was determined,

showing that lower ASE thresholds and greater gains are obtained when

the sample is excited with a perpendicular polarization to the fiber sym-

metry axis (vertical polarization).

Result 2 approached a detailed study of the emission properties of

R6G doped SI cladded and uncladded thermoset fibers. It was seen that

lower threshold values were needed for the cladded sample to ASE to oc-

cur. Besides, this same sample showed greater gains than the uncladded

fiber. For the specific emission λ = 580 nm a difference of 0, 62 cm−1

(2.6 dB/cm) was measured. Moreover, a lower ASE threshold and greater

gains were obtained for the cladded sample being pumped with vertical

polarization than with horizontal polarization. It was also seen that the

uncladded sample with vertical polarization showed greater gains than

for the cladded sample with horizontal polarization, what demonstrates

that the pump polarization has a greater effect on the optical gain than

the effect of having a cladding. With the aim of comparison, the gain

values obtained for the thermoset cladded fiber and those previously re-

ported for the GI fiber (F16) were analyzed together. It was seen that

in spite of the greater dopant concentration and the higher pump irra-

diances employed in the thermoset sample, the optical gains are higher

for the GI fiber due to the better interaction between dopant and light

(γ > 1). Finally, it was seen that the TPA fluorescence curves were red-

shifted by approximately 11 nm from the OPA ones for both samples.

Slightly greater variations of λavg with the propagation distance were

obtained for the cladded sample.

From all this work, it can be concluded that the best scenario for

obtaining ASE and gain from R6G doped POFs would be obtained for
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a GI POF of high dopant concentration (without reaching concentration

saturation), with a thin cladding, and a excitation polarization perpen-

dicular to the fiber axis. A summary of the main results of this chapter

is gathered in Table 4.9.
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Chapter 5

Solar energy concentration

using doped POFs

Prologue— This chapter starts with an overall perspective of the ener-

getic needs and demands of nowadays population, followed by the state-

of-the-art in luminescent solar concentrators, from their very first use

to nowadays improvements. It describes their operation fundamentals,

together with the typical host and dopant materials employed and the

common loss sources. An overview of the new concept of FFSC is also de-

scribed. The first two results comprise various experiments to determine

the possible application of several doped POFs as FFSC, such as the the

optical losses, the side illumination coupling efficiency and the fluores-

cent fiber solar concentrator efficiency. Moreover, the design, fabrication

and characterization under AM 1.5G standard excitation of several novel

double-doped POFs is presented. An analysis of the output power, effi-

ciency and irradiance is carried out under different lighting conditions.

A calculation of the power-saturation fiber length and a photostability

study are also performed. Finally, the diameter dependence of some of

the double-doped fibers is experimentally and theoretically discussed.

93
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5.1 General background

Due to the world’s economic development, the needs and demands

of the ever-growing population and environmental issues, such as the

global warming, the search for alternative energy sources has become of

great urgency. In 2017, the 85% of the global energy consumption came

from burning fossil fuels, including petroleum (oil), coal, and natural

gas [118]. The use of fossil fuels represents the largest source of carbon

dioxide, and as a consequence, it raises serious environmental concerns

related to global warming. Furthermore, these kind of energy produc-

tion are considered to be non-renewable resources, and eventually, they

will become too costly to harvest. Renewable energy sources made up

10% of the primary energy consumption in 2017, 7% coming from hy-

droelectric power and 3% coming from modern renewables such as wind,

solar, geothermal and biomass. A graphical representation of the global

primary energy consumption by source is shown in Figure 5.1.

Hydroelectric technology produces the majority of power among the

so-called renewable energy sources. However, there are relatively few

sites where its production is viable, and most of these are already de-

veloped. Thus, the projections of a substantial growth in hydroelectric

power are low. At the same time, the amount of growth that can be ex-

pected from wind power is also limited because suitable locations for wind

farms are scarce. PV energy appears to be a promising route to future

green energy production, as it has the largest growth prospects among

the renewable energy resources. It is abundant, clean and inexhaustible,

with high power availability all over the globe. Around 1000 W/m2 are

measured on a clear sky summer day at the equator, although this value

decreases at higher latitudes, dropping to approximately half at 60◦ lat-

itude [119]. The main solar intensity lies in the visible region, as can be
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Figure 5.1: Representation of the global primary energy consumption
by source in 2017. (Data from the Statistical Review of World Energy
2017 [118]).

Figure 5.2: Solar radiation spectra: global standard AM 1.5G spectrum
in green, and diffuse light spectrum in blue.

seen in Figure 5.2 which shows the global standard spectrum AM 1.5G

that corresponds to the terrestrial blue sky conditions. This figure also

illustrates the diffuse light spectrum that corresponds to the scattered
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solar light by molecules and particles in the atmosphere.

The goal of converting sun-light into electricity using PV cells has

been subject of active research for more than sixty years, with the silicon-

based solar cells dominating the field [120]. Considerable progress has

been made in PVs since then. However, the production of solar energy in

a way that can compete economically with conventional energy sources

remains still hard to achieve due to two major drawbacks. On the one

hand, the limited resources of high purity refined silicon, together with

the large areas of solar cells that are required, increase the cost of the

system. On the other hand, to maintain the high conversion efficiencies

of the solar cells, a very precise sun tracking system is needed, which also

leads to a rise in the final cost of the system. A possible approach to

reduce the expenses of the solar power harvesting system is the concen-

tration of sunlight into a smaller area of solar cells by using less expensive

optical devices, such as concentrators, mirrors and lenses, also known as

geometric solar concentrators (GSC) [121, 122, 123, 124]. In Figure 5.3

some examples of these sun-light GSC systems are shown.

Despite the high power concentration efficiencies that can be achieved

by these systems, there exist some major drawbacks. Very accurate

alignment of the optics is required, and there is still a need of a sun

tracking system. Misalignments in the optics and errors in tracking the

sun can cause the sun image to fall outside the aperture of the solar cells,

and thus, lead to a dramatic drop in the efficiency. These reasons make

these kind of systems yet not competitive with fossil fuels in the global

energy market.

It was in the 1970s that the concept of luminescent solar concen-

trator (LSC) was first proposed by Weber and Lambe [125]. In LSCs,

luminescent materials are embedded or coated on transparent waveguides

so that they absorb part of the sun-light and re-emit and transport it
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Figure 5.3: Examples of geometric solar concentrators for commercial
use.

to the edges of the layer where the PV cells are attached (see Figure

5.4). These systems present multiple advantages, such as no need of a

sun tracking system, invariable performance under diffuse light condi-

tions, and distributed heat dissipation over a large area. Besides, the

use of cheap transparent polymers as host materials, and the location of

the PV cells at the edges of the active layer —requiring a much smaller

area of them— decrease considerably the overall cost of the PV energy

production. Nevertheless, the major drawback of the planar LSC lies

in the limitation in coupling between the edge of the active layer and

the PV cell and also the difficult wiring method for light transmission.

Focusing on the aforementioned limitations, a new concept of cylindri-

cal LSC based on doped polymer optical fibers, namely fluorescent fiber

solar concentrator (FFSC), appears to be a highly competent solution.

Further aspects of the LSCs and FFSCs will be detailed in the following

sections.
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5.2 Luminescent solar concentrators

5.2.1 Past, present and future

Research on LSCs began in 1976 with the publication of the first

paper reporting the use of luminescent materials in conjunction with to-

tal internal reflection waveguide mechanism for sun-light collection [125].

In this work, four main advantages of this new light collection strategy

were detailed, which are still highly considered in the research and de-

velopment of nowadays LSCs: (a) no need of a sun-tracking system; (b)

invariable performance under direct and diffuse light conditions; (c) re-

duction of heat dissipation problems in solar cells — the energy loss in

shifting photons to longer wavelengths is distributed over a large area

of collector—; and (d) possibility of using photocells with optimized re-

sponse to certain wavelengths. Extensive theoretical and experimental

studies were carried out in LSC technology in early years, investigat-

ing different methods and materials [126, 127]. However, LSCs were

relegated to a period of inactivity due to the limitations of that time

materials, until more advanced ones were designed. In fact, there is a

significant reduction in the number of papers on LSC devices in the 1990s,

raising up strongly in the 2000s. Novel luminescent luminophores such

as quantum dots, rare earth ions, semiconductor polymers, and also the

Lumogen series of organic luminophores developed by BASF [128], have

renewed the interest in the LSC development [129, 130, 131, 132, 133]. A

review covering efficiency advancements in LSCs was published in 2012

[134].

Theoretically, LSC should achieve the same conversion efficiency as

a single junction PV, but they undergo a larger number of loss mecha-

nisms. These losses involve typical conversion efficiencies remain lower
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than those of standard PV-cells under direct solar radiation. Therefore,

LSCs are still unlikely to see a leading role in the global solar energy

market. However, due to the advantages that LSCs present combined

with commonly available materials and ease of processing, there exist an

opportunity to develop useful and cost-competitive devices that could

find a place in niche markets. A highly potential market lie in building-

integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs) in cities, where the cost of land for the

installation of ground PV is prohibitively high, and the rooftop space

is too scarce to accommodate PV modules. Besides, any solar energy

generator destined to be used in urban scenarios will be subject to var-

ious degrees of shading and light scattering from trees, other buildings,

or clouds, what decreases the performance of the system. Thus, the in-

tegration of LSC technology into building facades creating aesthetically

pleasing structures while generating power for local utility is being in-

vestigated [135, 136, 134]. LSCs offer a unique possibility for ‘invisible’

architectural integration of solar energy harvesting devices. The im-

plementation of LSCs in BIPV plays a key role in the transition to fully

energetically sustainable architecture, so-called net zero energy buildings

(NZEBs), whose energy consumption is nearly fully counterbalanced by

renewable energy generated on site, what also provides rapid returns on

investment. The European commission’s Energy Performance of Build-

ings Directive requires that all new buildings to be NZEB by the end of

2020 [137]. Besides, a further dramatic increase in electrical demand is

expected in the near future due to the widespread use of fully electrical

vehicles. For all these reasons, great efforts are being dedicated to the

development of integrated PV technologies. Further LSC applications

include indoor day-lighting [138, 139] and energy harvesting for remote

power supplying [140].
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5.2.2 LSC operation

LSC consist of a polymeric or glassy optical waveguide doped or

coated with luminescent species. Direct or diffuse sun-light penetrates

the waveguide, and part of the solar spectrum is absorbed and re-emitted

to longer wavelengths by the dopants. A fraction of the emitted light is

trapped inside the waveguide and guided by total internal reflection to

its edges, where small area of solar cells is attached to convert it into elec-

tricity. Figure 5.4 illustrates the operating principle of a typical planar

LSC.

Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of a basic square planar LSC showing
its operating principle. The solar radiation enters the LSC waveguide, a
photon is absorbed and re-emitted by a luminescent molecule, and then
guided by total internal reflection to a PV cell attached at one of the
edges.

The use of PV cells can be reduced in more than 90%, and the ma-

terials employed as host medium are much less expensive, considerably

decreasing the module price. The polymer waveguide is lighter than

the silicon PV cells, what involves a reduction in weight and makes

LSCs viable for building integrated solar energy technology. Further-

more, they accept both direct and diffuse light from a wide range of

angles, and thus, expensive sun-tracking system is not required. The
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efficiencies of LSCs are nearly unaffected by shadowing and diffuse light

conditions. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that LSCs are more

efficient at concentrating diffuse light than direct light, with a factor of

around 1.3−1.5 times [141, 11]. On the one hand, this may be due to the

blue shift of the maximum of the diffuse light spectrum in comparison to

the clear sky spectrum —many dyes absorb close the near-ultraviolet and

blue range—, and to the absence of long infra-red tail which is useless

for photovoltaic conversion. On the other hand, the photodegradation

of the LSC depends on the excitation intensity, i.e., higher excitation

intensities present in direct sun-light involve higher photodegradation.

Besides, non-radiative energy transfers between luminescent molecules

may also increase with the excitation intensity, leading to a rise in the

fluorescence quenching [142].

5.2.3 Loss mechanisms in LSCs

One of the major efficiency limitations of LSCs comes from the sev-

eral processes that introduce losses all along the light path. Figure 5.5

illustrates the loss processes involved in LSCs. These loss mechanisms

also occur in any other application involving doped POFs or waveguides.

Figure 5.5 represents the simplest form of a planar rectangle of a

certain optical quality host material doped with luminescent species. As

shown in this figure, incident solar radiation impinges on the top surface

of the LSC. The luminescent dopants have finite absorption bands that

covers just a part of the solar spectrum. The portion of sun-light that

is not absorbed by the dopants, passes through the LSC system with

no change (1). In some systems, reflective materials are placed below

the LSC so that this light bounces back, and it is not lost through the

bottom surface. The ideal approach would be to absorb as much of
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Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the loss mechanism processes in-
volved in luminescent solar concentrating devices.

the solar spectrum as possible. For this purpose, dopants with broad

absorption cross sections, or multiple dyes with cascade absorption and

emission are used.

A small portion of the incident light will be reflected at the LSC

surface (2), and part of the solar spectrum that overlaps with the ab-

sorption band of the dopant will be absorbed and emitted isotropically in

the LSC (3). Some of this emitted light may arrive at the LSC surface at

angles sharper than the critical angle, so that internal reflection cannot

take place and light escapes out of the waveguide (4). The amount of

energy lost in this way is estimated to be around 30% of all absorbed

energy, which represents the major loss source of an LSC [143]. A pos-

sible approach to minimize this losses is by aligning the luminophores,

and therefore, controlling the spatial distribution of the emitted light

[144, 145, 146].

Another source of loss comes from the absorbed photons that are

not emitted, but instead lost non-radiatively as heat and vibrations (5).

Many fluorescent materials can be engineered in a way to minimize the
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non-radiative energy loss, and luminophores with quantum efficiencies

exceeding 0.95 are already available. Due to the overlap between the

absorption and emission spectrum of the dopants, part of the emitted

photons will be re-absorbed. Re-absorbed light will experience some

red-shift, and will be re-emitted isotropically (6). Reabsorptions are not

losses by themselves, but the probability of losing a photon increases

due to limited quantum efficiencies of the luminophores —resulting in

non-radiative energy dissipation—, and to re-emissions into the escape

cone. Most organic dyes used in LSCs have small Stokes-shifts, involv-

ing large overlaps between the absorption and emission spectra. To re-

duce re-absorption events, luminophores with minimum spectral overlaps

have been studied, such as lanthanides and quantum dots. Engineered

materials that increase the Stokes-shifts of organic dyes have also been

investigated [147]. Another approach to reduce the probability of en-

counters of the emitted light with other dopant molecules, is to dope

the host materials only on its surface. In this way, the emission may be

transported predominantly in the clear host material, and it will only

encounter the dopant layer again just in every internal reflection [148].

Scattering centers in the waveguide body and surface, and intrinsic losses

of the host material, also contribute as loss sources (7). These can be

avoided or, at least, minimized by using high quality optical materials as

host medium. Finally, a portion of the light emitted by the luminophore

molecules reaches the end of the waveguide where the PV cells are at-

tached (8). Except for some power loss due to imperfect coupling from

LSC to the PV cells, this is the light available for power conversion.
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5.2.4 LSC materials

5.2.4.1 Host materials

The host material of a LSC waveguide acts both as a container

medium for luminescent species and as structural support for the solar

concentration system. The role of the host material in the light propaga-

tion process has been long overlooked due to the dominant loss sources of

the luminophores. With the synthesis of new dopants, and the research

of engineered materials that increase the Stokes-shift of the luminescent

species, the contribution of the host medium can no longer be negligi-

ble. The first studies discussing this fact have recently been published

[149, 150].

The desired fundamental properties of the host materials include: (a)

high transparency in the visible and near-infrared spectral ranges; (b)

proper solubility parameters with respect to the chosen luminophores to

achieve complete dissolution —what avoids scattering centers that could

be formed by material aggregation—; (c) high photostability and envi-

ronmental durability; (d) compatibility with the processing temperature

ranges of the luminescent species; (e) suitable refractive index to mini-

mize losses through the waveguide surface and to increase the numerical

aperture; and (f) cost-effective production. The materials that have been

used as hosts for LSC are polymers and glasses. However, the fabrica-

tion temperature range of glasses is not compatible with the significantly

lower temperatures that organic materials can tolerate. For instance,

the perylene-deriative Lumogen F series dyes can tolerate up to 300◦C

[128], whereas the manufacturing of glass involves temperatures up to

1100◦C [151]. Besides, the weight of glass can be disadvantageous in

some applications where light-weight devices are required.
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As it happened with POF light sources and amplifiers, by far, the

most commonly host material employed for LSCs is PMMA, due to its

very good material properties. As seen in Section 2.3, it is an easy-

handling material to work with, and it shows excellent transparency

in the visible range. Some other polymers used as host matrices are

polystyrene, and different formulations of polycarbonate. These materi-

als also show high optical transparency in the visible and near-infrared

range, environmental stability, good dye solubility, and commercial avail-

ability. Their optical qualities and efficiencies for LSC use are reported

in the recent work carried out by Zettl et al. [150].

5.2.4.2 Dopant materials

When a LSC waveguide is used for sun-light concentration it will

absorb a smaller fraction of solar radiation than what a silicon PV cell

will do. For a single visible-emitting dye with a FWHM of around 100 nm

this percentage is estimated to be about 20% of the incident AM 1.5G

radiation. From the material point of view, the greatest efforts in LSC

research have been put on the study and development of the luminescent

materials.

To maximize the output power of an LSC, it is necessary to har-

vest as much solar radiation as possible, thus the ideal dopant material

should have a broad absorption band designed to efficiently absorb the

solar spectrum. Some other properties that the dopant for LSCs should

meet are those listed for POF light sources and amplifiers, such as high

quantum efficiency, high solubility in the doped medium, a small overlap

between absorption and emission bands, and high thermal and photo-

chemical stability to be capable to endure hazardous outdoor environ-

mental conditions. In general, organic and inorganic materials possess
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unique characteristics that satisfy some but not all of the aforementioned

criteria, and thus, finding all these ideal properties in a unique material

remains still a challenge. In Table 5.1 the ideal properties for LSC are

shown for organic, inorganic, and hybrid materials (organic-inorganic).

As can be seen, is seems likely that all the desired properties shown in

this table could be met by combining organic and inorganic materials

into a hybrid device.

Table 5.1: Summary of the desired dopant properties for LSC operation and char-
acteristics of the organic, inorganic, and hybrid materials [131].

Desired property Organic
Inorganic

Hybrid
rare

earths
QDs

High absorption cross-section X x X X

Minimal re-absorption x X x X

Quantum efficiency > 90% X X x X

Stable for > 10 years Xa X x X

aNot all materials

Initial LSC research employed organic dyes originally developed for

dye-lasers, such as rhodamine 6G, DCM, and Coumarin, as the chem-

istry of mixing them with polymers was well-characterized and they were

widely available. Many of these dyes have near-unity quantum efficien-

cies, what make them ideally suited for LSCs. However, their use showed

two main drawbacks: they have limited photostability, and they exhibit

high self-absorption due to small Stokes-shifts (it has to be noted that

large Stokes-shifts eventually goes together with low quantum efficien-

cies, as the spectral shift results from non-radiative relaxations). This

fact resulted in a downward period in LSC research after the initial peak
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in the 1970s. During the last years of the 20th-century, several new lumi-

nescent materials were developed, including novel organic dyes. In 1997,

BASF company released the Lumogen F series dyes [128]. These pery-

lene derivatives, also known as collector dyes, have quantum efficiencies

close to 1, and are highly photostable so that they can be used in outdoor

environments. An example of the absorption and emission bands of one

these dyes is shown in Figure 5.6, specifically the Lumogen F Orange 240

dye. An outdoor study carried out by Mansour et al. employing BASF

dyes doped in PMMA showed that the BASF-241 dye degraded 6.2% of

its initial value after a year of daylight exposure [152]. Some other stud-

ies showed that the most degraded dye was the Lumogen F Violet 570,

due to its susceptibility to UV light, and that the most stable one was

the Lumogen F Red 305 [153]. These dyes have extensively been studied

in LSC systems [154] and in daylighting applications among others [155].

Figure 5.6: Absorption and emission bands of the Lumogen F orange
240 dye. Inset: photograph of the dye in dissolution with environmental
illumination (left) and under UV excitation (right).

To improve the performance of the organic dye-based LSCs, some

approaches have been investigated. By employing material engineering,

the dye molecules can be aligned in the host material in a desired way so
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that the emitted light distribution can be controlled, and therefore, the

optical losses through the escape cone are considerably reduced [144, 145,

146]. Besides, multiple dyes with cascade absorption and emission can be

employed together in the same matrix, or in separate parallel waveguides,

to cover a larger solar spectrum range. It has been shown by Batchelder

et al. that up to 75% of the solar spectrum can be absorbed using a

multidye system [127]. In this configuration, the emission spectrum of

each of the dyes needs to match the absorption spectrum of the next dye,

while the output emission of the system corresponds to that of the dye

with longest emission wavelength [156].

Among inorganic luminescent species, rare earth ions and quantum

dots (QDs) have extensively been studied due to their considerably dif-

fering properties. QDs have broad absorption and emission bands, and

their emission peaks can be tuned from 850 nm to 1900 nm. However,

the quantum efficiencies of the commercially available QDs are low, and

they lack of long-term stability. On the other hand, rare earth ions

present excellent photostability and minimum re-absorption losses. The

quantum efficiency of these materials vary a lot depending on the host

matrix and dopant concentrations, but values above 90% have been re-

ported [157]. Nevertheless, they have low absorption coefficients, and

high dopant concentrations are required to harvest a significant frac-

tion of the solar spectrum. For overcoming the drawback of having low

absorption coefficients, organic molecules and rare earth ions can be com-

bined forming a organo-metallic complex or chelate. The organic ligand

absorbs the solar radiation and transfers the energy to the rare-earth

ion. Because an organic molecule is used, higher absorption cross sec-

tions are obtained (similar to those of organic dyes) in comparison to the

ones of rare-earth particles. An example of an organo-metallic chelate is

shown in Figure 5.7, illustrating the absorption and emission bands of

the Eu(TTFA)3Phen dopant.
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Figure 5.7: Absorption and emission band of the Eu(TTFA)3Phen
chelate. Inset: photograph of the complex in dissolution with environ-
mental illumination (left) and under UV excitation (right).

5.3 Fluorescent fiber solar concentrators

The geometry of the LSCs plays a very important role in the device

performance and design. Traditionally, most of the researched LSCs have

planar configuration. Nevertheless, as the light produced by these devices

is not a point light source, the planar LSCs show a major limitation in

coupling between the edges of the active layer and the PV-cell, and also

to passive POFs for remote energy conversion. In some applications, such

as in BIPV, sunlight is not able to reach many areas as roofs, basements,

and electrical panel rooms, among others. Therefore, there is a need

of waveguiding light to remote areas for both remote light-to-electricity

conversion and indoor day-lighting. One of the most important features

involved in light transportation lies in the wiring method, which must

be as easy as for electrical wires. Only optical fibers appears to be com-

petent for this requirement. Focusing on the aforementioned needs and

demands, FFSCs have been proposed as an efficient solution. In these de-
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vices, the doped POF absorbs the incident sunlight on its outer surface,

and it plays the role of a waveguide for transmitting this fluorescence

to the fiber edges where PV-cells are attached (see Figure 5.8 (left)).

The cylindrical waveguide structure of POFs adds several benefits. On

the one hand, they are light-weight, thin and flexible, which permits an

easy manipulation by the user. On the other hand, they can easily be

attached to transparent optical fibers for light waveguiding, which allows

spatial separation between the light harvesting system and the final sys-

tem placement when needed (see Figure 5.8 (right)). Moreover, the use

of doped POFs to realize flexible and low-weight LSCs may enable solar

energy harvesting in mobile applications.

Some theoretical studies have been carried out in the last years in-

volving comparisons between cylindrical and planar LSCs [158, 159, 160].

These theoretical analysis suggest that the cylindrical geometry allows an

increase of the concentration factor of the LSC device, due to the larger

area-ratio between the illuminated length and the edges. In the research

developed by K.R. McIntosh et al. it was found that when luminescent

emission occurs close to the surface, the optical concentration of a cylin-

drical LSC is 1.0–1.9 times greater than an equivalent planar LSC, and

therefore, that the cylindrical LSC requires a smaller area of solar cells

to produce the same amount of electricity as an equivalent square LSC

[158]. It has also been found that for the proper functioning of a FFSC,

the luminescent molecules must absorb and re-emit light very close to

the surface. For this reason, clad-only doped fibers have started to be

investigated [161, 148]. Recently, a study on different fiber structures has

been published targeting on the increase on the efficiency of the FFSC

[162].

A single piece of fiber forms an independent LSC itself, and the jux-

taposition of multiple fibers enables to cover a large collection surface.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic diagram of a fluorescent fiber solar concentra-
tor. The solar radiation enters the FFSC waveguide, a photon is ab-
sorbed and re-emitted by a luminophore molecule, and then guided by
total internal reflection to a PV cell attached at one of the edges (left).
Schematic of the operating principle of a FFSC for remote energy pro-
duction. The active fiber is butt-coupled to a passive POF to waveguide
the luminescence to a remote PV cell (right).

These fibers can be gathered into bundles that are directly attached to

PV-cells, or they can be independently butt-coupled to passive optical

fibers when the energy conversion takes place at a distance from the light

collection area.

5.4 Experimental methods: efficiency calcula-

tions

• Side illumination coupling efficiency, ηSIC

An important feature of a FFSC relies on how much light is absorbed

through its surface. To study this, the power absorbed by each of the

fibers, Pabs, is calculated as a function of the side excitation power Ppump.

The excitation dimensions of the light source was adjusted to cover the

whole section of the fiber, i.e., a spot of 1 mm. The Pabs is defined as the
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subtraction between the Ppump and the power measured with a silicon

photodetector (Newport, 818-SL) just on the other side of the fiber, Pback,

as it is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The side illumination coupling efficiency

ηSIC(λ) when the fiber is excited at a specific wavelength was calculated

from the following equation:

ηSIC(λ) =
Ppump − Pback

Ppump
100 =

Pabs
Ppump

100 (%) (5.1)

The ηSIC was also calculated employing a broadband light source

(Energetiq, EQ-99-FC LDLS) that covers a wavelength range from 1900

to 2100 nm. In this case the ηSIC would not be calculated for a specific

λ but to the sum of all the excitation wavelengths.

Figure 5.9: Illustration of the side illumination coupling efficiency ηSIC
calculation.

• Fluorescent fiber solar concentrator efficiency ηFFSC

The FFSC efficiency relates the power that impinges on a specific

fiber length ze, and the output power that the fiber is able to generate
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from this excitation at one of its ends. Analytically, it is defined as

the ratio between the power measured at the fiber end Pfiber, and the

lamp power that impinges on the fiber surface Plamp, as depicted in the

following equation:

ηFFSC =
Pfiber
Plamp

100 (%) (5.2)

Figure 5.10: Illustration of the fluorescent fiber solar concentration
efficiency ηFFSC calculation.

An illustration of the experimental set-up for ηFFSC measurements

is shown in Figure 5.10. As can be seen, a light source excites the fiber

laterally on a length ze. The output power is measured by means of

a silicon photodetector with a power meter. The recorded power values

were corrected employing the responsivity curve of the photodetector and

the emission spectra of the fibers. Two different types of lamps have been

employed. For the first two results a halogen lamp (OSRAM, Haloline

Eco) was employed, whereas for the double-doped fibers a 1 Sun AM

1.5G solar simulator (Newport, Oriel Desktop 91160-1000) was used.
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5.5 Result1: POFs doped with organic materi-

als as FFSCs

The aim of this study was to carry out an optical characterization

of several POFs doped with lumogen red and conjugated polymers, tar-

geting FFSC applications. The analysis includes a characterization of

the optical losses, and a calculation of the side illumination coupling ef-

ficiency and of the fluorescent fiber solar concentration efficiency. The

results were thoroughly compared, and interesting conclusions were ob-

tained for upcoming works on the field of FFSCs.

5.5.1 Samples

The main characteristics of the fibers analyzed are summarized in Ta-

ble 5.2. Lumogen red doped samples (LR01 to LR04) were manufactured

by our research collaborators from Technical University Braunschweig

(TUB [163]). The preforms were polymerized in bulk, filling borosilicate

tubes of 10 mm with a nitrogen saturated solution of MMA, Lumogen

F Red 300 in different concentrations, lauroylperoxide (0.03 mol%) and

1-butyl-mercaptan (0.2 mol%). These tubes were sealed and transferred

to a heating cabinet, where they were heated to 100◦C over five days

and they were maintained at that constant temperature for another day

before cooling them down to room temperature along 24 h. After re-

moving the glasses, the preforms were heated up to 230◦C in the heater

unit of the drawing tower and drawn to fiber by applying a constant

force. In the case of the cladded fiber, a film of 20 µm of commercial

PC404F-AP material was applied through a nozzle and cured by UV-

irradiation to form the cladding. The last three fibers are doped with

three different conjugated polymers, namely poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-
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alt-benzothiadiazole (F8BT), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-bithiophene) -

(F8T2), and poly[2,7-(9,9bis(2ethylhexyl)fluorene)-alt-2,5-terthiophene]

(PF3T). They were produced by the Italian POF manufacturing com-

pany Luceat S.p.A using an adapted preform-drawing technique, of which

further details are described in [164]. The total fiber diameter of all the

samples is 1 mm and the host polymer is PMMA in all cases.

Table 5.2: Summary of the main characteristics of the POFs doped with lumogen
red and conjugated polymers.

Fiber
code

Type Dopant
Conc.
mol%

Manufac.

LR01
SI

cladded
Lumogen F Red 300 0.0001 TUB

LR02
SI

cladded
Lumogen F Red 300 0.0005 TUB

LR03
SI

cladded
Lumogen F Red 300 0.03 TUB

LR04
SI

uncladded
Lumogen F Red 300 0.03 TUB

F8BT
SI

uncladded
poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)

-alt-benzothiadiazole
0.003 Luceat

F8T2
SI

uncladded
poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-)

alt-bithiophene
0.003 Luceat

PF3T
SI

uncladded

poly[2,7-(9,9bis(2ethylhexyl))
fluorene)-alt-2,
5-terthiophene

0.003 Luceat

An example of the absorption and emission spectra of two of the sam-

ples are shown in Figure 5.11 measured following the method described

in Section 4.2. As can be seen, there exists an overlap between the ab-

sorption and emission curves on both fibers. This overlap is a typical

signature of dye dopants and was detected for all the analyzed fibers.

For FFSC applications where the number of emitted photons plays an

important role on the final efficiency, the overlap should be as small as

possible to avoid photon loss by reabsorption events.
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Figure 5.11: Absorption and emission spectra of the LR01 and PF3T
samples.

5.5.2 Optical losses

In this subsection, the dependency with the propagation distance

up to the detector zne is analyzed, and the attenuation coefficients are

calculated. The experimental method employed was the SIT showed in

Figure 4.4. The excitation was enabled by a tunable laser, and each

sample was excited around its maximum of absorption (520 nm for the

LR01-04 samples, and 457 nm for the conjugated polymers) with a low

pump irradiance of around 20 mW/cm2.

Figure 5.12 represents the progression of the average emission wave-

length λavg for all samples. As expected, all fibers undergo a red-shift

on their emission spectrum when the non-excited length of the fiber is

increased, which is directly related to the overlap between the absorption

and the emission spectra. For the fibers analyzed, lumogen red doped

samples exhibit the smallest red-shift.
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of λavg as function of zne. LR01-04 samples
were excited at 520 nm, whereas the conjugated polymers were pumped
at 457 nm. I = 20 nW/cm2.

Figure 5.13: Evolution of the output intensity with zne at three differ-
ent wavelengths (610, 613 and 615 mm) for LR02 sample. The solid red
lines represent the fitted curves of equation (3.9).

Figure 5.13 shows an example of the decrease on the intensity with zne

for three different emission wavelengths (610, 613 and 615 nm) for LR02

sample. The attenuation curves obtained by fitting equation (3.9) to

the output intensity curves for several wavelengths are shown in Figure
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Figure 5.14: Attenuation coefficients of LR and conjugated polymer
samples measured by the SIT. LR samples were excited at 520 nm,
whereas the conjugated polymers were pumped at 457 nm. The rela-
tive error in the obtained attenuation coefficients is ∼ 4%.

5.14. As can be observed, the fibers doped with conjugated polymers

show slightly higher values of attenuation in the region where the dopant

absorption tends to be negligible. In particular, the F8T2 sample is the

one with the highest values of attenuation, what could be due to the

characteristics of the fiber fabrication method.

5.5.3 Side illumination coupling efficiency

The samples were excited by a tunable laser with an excitation length

of 1.2 mm, and a pump power range from 1 mW to 30 mW. The lumogen

doped fibers were pumped at 520 mm, whereas the conjugated polymer

doped samples were excited at 435 mm, wavelengths that correspond to

values around their absorption peaks.

Figure 5.15 shows the power absorbed by each of the samples as a

function of the pump power measured as described in Section 5.4. As

can be seen, the experimental points follow a linear dependence with
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the pump power, with relative errors less than 1%. The values of ηSIC

calculated following equation (5.1) are gathered in Table 5.3. As can be

seen, the fibers with the highest ηSIC turned out to be LR03 and LR04

with values of around 95%. LR02 also demonstrates high enough values

of ηSIC , but fibers doped with conjugated polymers show values below

60% in all cases.

Figure 5.15: Power absorbed sideways as a function of the pump power
for ηSIC calculation. The fibers were pumped with a femtosecond laser
at wavelengths around their absorption peaks. The solid lines represent
linear fittings.

From these study, it has been proven that there exists a strong de-

pendence with the dopant concentration and the ηSIC , as it could be

expected. Focusing on lumogen red doped fibers LR01, LR02 and LR03

with dopant concentrations of 0.0001 mol%, 0.0005 mol% and 0.03 mol%

respectively, it can be observed that greater dopant concentrations yield

higher ηSIC . Following these results, it could be thought that greater

dopant concentrations would always result in higher ηSIC , and therefore,

become more suitable for FFSC applications. However, there also ex-

ists a saturation concentration level induced by the aggregates molecules
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formed when high dopant concentrations are used, which could become

counterproductive leading to a drastically decrease of the fluorescence

emission induced by self-quenching and an increase of the losses [165].

Nevertheless, as for the samples analyzed in this study the efficiency still

increases with concentration, it could be affirmed that dopant saturation

limit is not reached yet.

Table 5.3: Values of the side illumination coupling efficiencies ηSIC of POFs doped
with lumogen red and conjugated polymers. The relative error of the obtained values
is less than 1% in all cases.

LR01 LR02 LR03 LR04 F8BT F8T2 PF3T

ηSIC

(%)
53 77 95 93 48 39 58

5.5.4 FFSC efficiency

In this last section, the ηFFSC was calculated following the set-up

shown in Section 5.4 and equation (5.2). The excitation source was

halogen lamp with an intensity at a distance from the fiber of 36 cm of

0.38 kW/m2, which corresponds to approximately half the sun radiation

in the range between 400 and 1100 nm. The power emitted by the fiber

was measured at one of the fiber ends with a total illuminated fiber length

of 4.5 cm and a non-excited fiber length of 3.3 cm corresponding to the

SMA connector.

The ηFFSC values for each of the fibers are shown in Table 5.4. As

can be observed, the fiber with the highest ηFFSC results to be LR03 with

a value of 0.26 (%). It should be noted that there is a considerable dif-

ference between LR03 and LR04, which are fibers with the same dopant

concentration with the only difference that LR03 has a thin cladding

and LR04 is an only core fiber. In the previous section it was demon-
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strated that these two fibers showed the same side illumination coupling

efficiency, as it was expected for the same dopant concentration. How-

ever, LR03 presents 2.6 times greater ηFFSC than LR04. These results

reinforce the fact seen in the previous chapter that the presence of a

thin cladding is essential to help the emission to be trapped and guided

through the core, and to minimize surface scattering losses (see Section

4.4). The fibers with the lowest ηFFSC are those doped with conju-

gated polymers. This may be caused because their absorption spectra

lie in the near-ultraviolet spectral region where the lamp radiation (and

the solar radiation) is weaker. It can also be related to the low dopant

concentration employed in these fibers.

Table 5.4: Values of the fluorescent fiber solar concentration efficiencies ηFFSC of
POFs doped with lumogen red and conjugated polymers.

LR01 LR02 LR03 LR04 F8BT F8T2 PF3T

ηFFSC

(%)
0.045 0.12 0.26 0.1 0.007 0.003 0.005

5.5.5 Conclusions

In this work, an optical characterization of four lumogen red doped

and three conjugated polymer doped POFs was carried out focusing on

future applicabilities in the field of FFSCs. It was seen that all fibers

undergo red-shifts on their emission spectra when the non-excited length

of the fiber is increased, and the optical losses were characterized. More-

over, the ηSIC was calculated, obtaining the best values for lumogen red

doped fibers. A strong dependence with the dopant concentration was

observed, yielding higher ηSIC as the concentration increases. The ηFFSC

was also calculated employing a halogen lamp. The highest values were

achieved for the LR03 sample. It was demonstrated that the presence of
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a thin cladding is essential in order to minimize the transmission losses,

and consequently, to increase the overall efficiency of the device. From

these preliminary results, it can be concluded that lumogen red doped

fibers with high dopant concentration and thin cladding seem to be good

candidates for possible applications in the field of FFSCs.

5.6 Result 2: POFs doped with lumogen dyes

as FFSCs

In this section four different POFs doped with perylene and naphtal-

imide derivatives are studied, focusing on their possible use as FFSCs.

The samples were fabricated in the drawing tower of the Applied Pho-

tonics Group of Bilbao (APG), with the collaboration of the Spanish Na-

tional Research Council (CSIC, [166]) for the preform fabrication. The

side illumination technique was employed in order to determine some of

the optical properties of the fabricated fibers, such as the optical losses,

the ηSIC and their performance under solar simulator excitation.

5.6.1 Samples

The fibers used in this work were fabricated following a two-step

process of preform extrusion and fiber drawing, using PMMA as host

material and dyes derivatives from perylene and naphtalimide as active

dopants, namely, Lumogen F Violet 570 (LV), Lumogen F Yellow 083

(LY), Lumogen F Orange 240 (LO), and Lumogen F Red 305 (LR).

The dyes were obtained from BASF and the concentration employed

was 0.003 wt% in all cases. The chemical structure of these dyes is

illustrated in Figure 5.16. The preforms were produced by an extru-
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sion process, where the doped material (the mixture of PMMA and dye)

was fed into the reaction chamber of a homemade extruder. There, it

was melted at 165◦C and, then, directed to the screw extruder. The

material was pushed through a small nozzle, and, finally, the preform

was generated with a diameter of 11 mm. The performs were annealed

over 14 days in a climate temperature system before drawing them to

1 mm diameter only-core fibers using a POF-drawing-tower at a maxi-

mum furnace-temperature of 185◦C. The maximum diameter deviation

was kept below 7%. A photograph of the four samples is shown in Figure

5.17, and the main characteristics of the fibers are summarized in Table

5.5.

Figure 5.16: Scheme of the chemical structures of (a) Lumogen F
Violet 570; (b) Lumogen F Yellow 083; (c) Lumogen F Orange 240; and
(d) Lumogen F Red 305.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the absorption and emission curves of the four

fibers measured with a CARY spectrometer as seen in Section 4.2. The

emission spectra were recorded exciting each of the fibers at their maxi-

mum absorption wavelength, except for the LR sample, which was excited

at 520 nm due to the wavelength range limitation of the laser source. The

main absorption peaks corresponding to the transition from the ground
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Figure 5.17: Photograph of the 1 mm POFs doped with lumogen violet
(LV), yellow (LY), red (LR), and orange (LO).

Table 5.5: Summary of the main characteristics of the fibers doped with lumogen
dyes.

Fiber
code

Type Host Dopant
Conc.
wt%

�
(mm)

LV
SI

uncladded
PMMA Lumogen F Violet 570 0.003 1

LY
SI

uncladded
PMMA Lumogen F Yellow 083 0.003 1

LO
SI

uncladded
PMMA Lumogen F Orange 240 0.003 1

LR
SI

uncladded
PMMA Lumogen F Red 305 0.003 1

state S0 to the first excited singlet state S1 are located at 392, 472, 524,

and 575 nm for LV, LY, LO, and LR respectively, and the emission peaks

corresponding to this transition are shown at 423, 515, 571, and 613 nm.

The transition from S0 to the excited singlet state S2 can also be seen in

three of the fibers (LY,LO, and LR) as a weaker absorption band next

to the main absorption. Besides, a small band at around 900 nm should

be noted, which is due to the infrared absorption of the PMMA ma-

trix. These lumogen-doped fibers present broad absorption bands, what

makes a wide wavelength range suitable to be absorbed and converted
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Figure 5.18: Absorption (left) and emission (right) bands of the lumo-
gen doped POFs.

to higher wavelengths. However, their main drawback lies in the over-

lap between the absorption and emission spectra that, as seen before,

causes a red-shift of the emission spectrum and increases the probability

of non-radiative emissions.

5.6.2 Optical losses

In this subsection, the effects of varying the propagation length of the

fiber zne are analyzed. The samples were excited with a tunable laser at

their maximum absorption wavelengths, except for LR, that was excited

at 520 mm.

Figure 5.19 shows the evolution of the output intensity and of the

λavg as a function of zne. Focusing on the intensity curves, the fiber that

undergoes the lowest attenuation appears to be the LR sample, whereas

the other three samples show similar transmission losses. This statement

will be corroborated later with the calculation of the absorption coeffi-

cients. Besides, all samples undergo similar red-shifts on their emission
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spectra of around 2.2 nm/cm, which have been calculated by linear fit-

tings to the experimental points.

Figure 5.19: Evolution of the output intensity for all emitted wave-
lengths and of the λavg as functions of the propagation distance for the
four lumogen doped POFs (ze = 1.2 mm, and a pump irradiance of
52 W/m2).

Figure 5.20: Optical attenuation coefficients for the four lumogen
doped POFs (ze = 1.2 mm, and a pump irradiance of 52 W/m2). The
relative error of the obtained coefficients is ∼ 5%.
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The optical loss coefficients have been calculated as seen in Section

4.2. The attenuation curves obtained are shown in Figure 5.20. As ex-

pected, LV, LY, and LO samples undergo similar attenuation values of

around 0.15 cm−1 in the flat region where the dopant absorption should

be negligible. These values appear to be slightly higher than those docu-

mented for dye-doped fibers (see Figure 4.19). However, the attenuation

measured for the LR doped fiber, with a value of around 0.05 cm−1, is

in good agreement with the previously reported numbers for lumogen

red doped POFs. In applications where the output power represents a

critical factor, such as FFSCs, one of the main goals of the fabrication

process would be to reduce the transmission losses as much as possible,

by controlling the fabrication parameters from the preform fabrication

to the last step of fiber drawing, and by controlling the optimum dopant

concentration to avoid saturation and extra reabsorption effects.

5.6.3 Side illumination coupling efficiency

As shown in Section 5.5.3, for applications such as FFSC, the amount

of light that the fiber absorbs sideways is an important feature to be

quantified. This time, instead of exciting the fibers at ther maximum ab-

soprtion, they were transversally pumped employing a broadband light

source with an excitation length of 1 mm. The ηSIC values were calcu-

lated as shown in equation (5.1) but for the whole excitation spectrum.

Figure 5.21 shows the power absorbed by each fiber as a function of

the pump power. As can be seen, the absorbed power increases linearly

with the pump power for all fibers, leading to ηSIC values of 48%, 54%,

52%, and 48% for LV, LY, LO, and LR respectively with a relative error

less than ∼ 3%. This means that around 50% of the light coming side-

ways is absorbed by the fibers. However, as seen in Section 5.2.3 there
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Figure 5.21: Power absorbed sideways by the lumogen doped POFs
as a function of the pump power for ηSIC calculation. The fibers were
pumped with a tunable laser at wavelengths around their absorption
peaks. The solid lines represent linear fittings, and the relative errors of
the experimental data to these fittings are less than 3%.

are multiple loss mechanism inside the fibers, and not all the absorbed

light will reach the fiber end.

5.6.4 Analysis under solar simulator

In this last section, the power-saturation fiber length, the photo-

stability, and the ηFFSC were analyzed under halogen lamp excitation

(I = 0.38 kW/m2).

To calculate the maximum active length of each sample, an analysis

of the evolution of the output power as a function of the illuminated

fiber length ze was conducted. In order to achieve this, the excited fiber

length was increased step by step, maintaining a zne = 3.3 cm constant.

The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.22. As can be observed,

for short illuminated lengths, the output power increases quite rapidly,
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but afterwards, it tends to saturate to a maximum output power value.

As seen in Section 3.4.1, this evolution is described by equation (3.10).

However, as a broadband excitation and detection is used, the equation

can be rewritten as:

P (ze) =
C

α∗
(1− exp(−zeα∗)) (5.3)

where, α∗ represents an average loss coefficient corresponding to all emis-

sion wavelengths. From the fittings of equation (5.3) to the experimental

data, the values of α∗ were determined. Besides, the fiber length at which

the output power curve saturates, Lsat, was also determined as the fiber

length at which the variation of the output power is less than 0.5%.

Figure 5.22: Evolution of the output power as a function of ze for the
lumogen doped POFs under lamp excitation. The solid lines represent
the fittings of equation (5.3) to the experimental points.

The values of α∗ and the saturation length Lsat are gathered in Table

5.6. The longest fiber length before reaching saturation is obtained for

the LR sample with a value of around 76 cm. This result could be ex-
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pected as it is the sample with the lowest optical losses. Besides it agrees

with previous experimental values reported for lumogen red doped fibers

with the same diameter [167]. Focusing on the α∗ values, it has to be

noted that they are approximately the values obtained in Figure 5.20 in

the the flat part of the optical loss coefficient curves.

Table 5.6: Average loss coefficients α∗ and saturation fiber lengths for the four
samples Lsat. The relative error in the Lsat calculation is around 15%.

Fiber code α∗ (cm−1) Lsat (cm)

LV 0.24± 0.02 20

LY 0.26± 0.01 22

LO 0.1± 0.01 53

LR 0.07± 0.01 76

As a second experiment, the photostability of the fibers was analyzed

during a 10 h exposure period. The evolution of the temperature of the

fiber surface was also measured as a function of the exposure time by

means of a thermocouple. The experimental data are shown in Figure

5.23. As can be seen, the output power of all samples is rather stable

along the measurement period, which agrees with previous works that

demonstrated that dyes derived from perylene exhibit long-term stability

in PMMA hosts [168]. Moreover, taking into account that the tempera-

ture of the fiber surface increases during the first few hours of exposure

and then stabilizes more than 20 ◦C above the initial temperature, the

results obtained also agree with previously reported thermal analysis on

different dyes derived from perylene, where high thermal stability was

demonstrated [169, 170]. Although in this study, no dependence of the

output power with the increase of the temperature has been observed,

longer-term outdoor measurements should be carried out in future works
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Figure 5.23: Evolution of the output power and the fiber surface tem-
perature along 10 h of lamp exposure (I = 0, 38 kW/m2, ze = 4.5 cm).

to determine the fiber useful-lives and the effects of real solar radiation

conditions on their stability.

Regarding the ηFFSC , the calculated values were around 0.005%,

0.01%, 0.004% and 0.02% for LV, LY, LO and LR respectively obtained

for a ze of 4.5 cm. This values can be considered quite low, though as

is the first time our group fabricates and characterizes lumogen-doped

POFs, it is believe that these values could easily be improved by employ-

ing higher dopant concentrations, and by optimizing the fiber fabrication

parameters.
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5.6.5 Conclusions

In this work, four different lumogen-doped POFs fabricated by the

APG/CSIC collaboration were studied targeting applications in the field

of FFSCs. It was seen that all fibers undergo similar red-shifts on their

emission spectra when the non-excited length of the fiber is increased,

due to reabsorption events. It was also seen that three of the samples

show moderate attenuation coefficients in the region where the dopant

absorption should be negligible, but for the lumogen red sample, the

optical attenuation coefficient values were comparable to those previously

reported for lumogen red doped fibers. Besides, it was demonstrated that

half of the light that comes sideways is coupled into the fiber, with values

of ηSIC of around 50% for all the samples. Finally, a study of the power-

saturation fiber length and of the photostability was carried out under

a solar simulator lamp. Lumogen red sample achieved the longest active

length before reaching power saturation, around 76 cm. No variations on

the output power were detected after 10 h of continuous light exposure

in all fibers, demonstrating the high stability of the dyes. Improvements

of the fabrication parameters are the goal for next works.

5.7 Result 3: High performance FFSCs employ-

ing double-doped POFs

This work combines the design, fabrication and characterization of

novel double-doped POFs for fluorescent fiber solar concentration ap-

plications. The proposed sun-light concentration system, combines the

benefits of the cylindrical structure of POFs with those of using a hybrid

combination of dopants, mixing organic dyes and metal-organic mate-

rials. The broad absorption and emission bands of the hybrid dopant
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combination permits a broad utilization of the solar spectrum, and the

absence of overlap between absorption and emission spectra of metal

organic materials contribute to minimize the reabsorption losses. The

obtained fibers were characterized under standard AM 1.5G solar sim-

ulator excitation. The results obtained may have a strong impact in

the field of FFSCs as they offer a promising cost-effective route to green

energy production. The entire experimental process was carried out in

the facilities of the Applied Organic Materials Group form TUB along a

PhD research stay.

5.7.1 Samples and characterization methods

As seen in Section 5.2.4.2, finding all the optimal FFSC properties

in a unique luminescent material remains still a challenge. However, it

was recently reported that all these ideal characteristics could be found

by combining organic and inorganic materials into a hybrid device [131].

For this reason, hybrid combinations of organic-inorganic dopants were

chosen for this work, focusing on a broad and efficient utilization of the

solar spectrum. After a preliminary study of the absorption, excitation

and emission spectra of various dopants in dichloromethane dissolution

on a Cary Eclipse G9800A spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies),

five double-doped combinations were selected employing five different

dopants (see their chemical structures in Figure 5.24). Eu(TTFA)3Phen

is characterized by its large separation between the absorption and emis-

sion bands (around 272 nm), its broad absorption band in the near ultra-

violet region, and its narrow emission band at around 615 nm [171]. On

the other hand, the selected organic dyes show broad absorption and

emission cross sections, long-term stability and high quantum efficien-

cies in PMMA [172, 168]. These five dopants have good solubility in

MMA, which is a determining factor for the correct polymerization pro-
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cess. They further survive the rough polymerization conditions with

long-term thermal stress at 100◦C.

Figure 5.24: Chemical structures of (a) Eu(TTFA)3Phen, (b) Lumogen
Orange, (c) Perylene, (d) Coumarin-1, (e) and Coumarin-6.

The selected combinations are the following: Eu(TTFA)3Phen +

Perylene ([Eu/P]); Eu(TTFA)3Phen + Coumarin-1 ([Eu/C1]); Eu(TTFA)-

3Phen + Lumogen Orange ([Eu/L]); Eu(TTFA)3Phen + Coumrin-6 ([Eu-

/C6]); and Coumarin-1 + Coumarin-6 ([C1/C6]) (their combined ab-

sorption and emission bands can be consulted in Section 5.7.3). From

these five combinations, thirteen fibers were fabricated employing differ-

ent dopant concentrations. Information about the assigned fiber codes
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and the dopants employed is gathered in Table 5.7. This table also shows

the values of glass transition temperature (Tg) obtained from the differ-

ential scanning calorimeter (DSC) (Mettler Toledo), and the number

average molecular weight (Mn) and the polydispersity index (PDI) cal-

culated from the size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (SECurity GPC

1260 Infinity system). This polymer analytic gave control information

about the polymerization process and was useful for adjusting the pa-

rameters of the fiber drawing tower. Figure 5.25 shows an outdoor pho-

tograph of one of the [Eu/L] samples excited by the sunlight.

Figure 5.25: Outdoor photograph of the emission of one of the [Eu/L]
samples being excited by sunlight.

For characterizing the performance of the fabricated fibers as FFSC,

a solar-simulator (Newport Oriel Desktop 91160-1000) was used under

the standard 1 Sun AM 1.5G simulated solar radiation [173]. The lamp

intensity was calibrated using a reference solar cell. The fibers were

placed perpendicularly to the light source at a distance of 24 cm, allowing

side excitation at a uniform area of 6 x 6 cm2. The emission spectra were

recorded with a fiber-optic spectrometer (Ocean optics USB2000) with

an optical resolution of 1.5 nm of full width at half maximum. The

output power at one of the fiber ends was measured employing a silicon
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photodetector (Thorlabs S120VC) and a double-channel power meter

(Thorlabs PM320E). For the ηFFSC measurements and the analysis of

the photostability, the excited length of the fiber, ze, was set to 6 cm. For

the study of the performance under simulated weather scenarios, three

optical density (OD) filters (1, 0.5 and 0.2) were employed to attenuate

the intensity of the solar-simulator, and the ze was adjusted to 4.5 cm

due to the filter characteristics. Two photographs of the experimental

set-up are shown in Figure 5.26.

Figure 5.26: Two photographs of some fibers in the set-up under solar
simulator excitation.

5.7.2 Fiber fabrication

The fibers were self-fabricated using a double step process of bulk

polymerization and fiber drawing. For the preform polymerization, vari-

ous concentrations of a combination of two different dopants, lauroylper-

oxide in 0.03 mol% (polymerization initiator), and 1-butyl-mercaptan

0.1 mol% (polymerization inhibitor) were solved in a nitrogen saturated

MMA solution at room temperature. The monomer solution was filtered
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into borosilicate tubes with a diameter of 8 mm. These were sealed with

silicon plugs and transferred into a programmable heating cabinet. The

preforms were heated along five days up to 100◦C. This temperature was

maintained constant for 1 day before cooling them to 20◦C along 24 h.

The glasses were carefully removed and the polymer rods were cleaned

with isopropanol. Afterwards, they were mounted in the heater unit of a

fiber drawing tower, heated to 220◦C, and pulled by applying a constant

force. For standard SI-POF, a core diameter of 980 µm was targeted,

which was monitored and controlled by a laser measuring unit. In a sec-

ond step, a 20 µm film of PC404F-AP was applied through a nozzle and

cured by UV light irradiation to form the cladding. Photographs of some

of the double-doped preforms and of two of the fabricated fibers under

UV excitation are shown in Figure 5.27.

Figure 5.27: Photographs of some of the preforms (left) and two fibers
(right) under UV excitation.

5.7.3 Hybrid absorption and emission bands

The standard AM 1.5G radiation spectrum (data source: ASTM

G173-03 standard), the measured emission spectrum of the solar-simulator

and the absorption and emission bands of the hybrid combinations mea-
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sured in dichloromethane dissolution are shown in Figure 5.28. It has to

be noted that the spectrum of the solar-simulator was measured employ-

ing a fiber-optic spectrometer and a passive PMMA POF as light collec-

tor. PMMA starts showing absorption peaks above 700 nm, and thus,

the near infrared part of the spectrum could not be detected. The out-

put spectrum data of the solar-simulator can be found in Oriel-Newport

products specifications (model 91160).

As can be seen, the absorption spectrum of the Eu(TTFA)3Phen

covers a broad wavelength range of around 130 nm in the near ultraviolet

region. Combining the absorption of the Eu(III)-chelate with those of

the organic dyes, a remarkable broad absorption band is obtained, with

a very small overlap between the absorption and emission spectrum (see

graphs (b), (c), (d), and (e)). Also with the combination of two organic

dyes (see graph (f)), a considerably broad absorption band is obtained,

but with a stronger overlap. However, as we demonstrate in upcoming

sections, the fraction of light that could be lost by reabsorption processes

corresponds to a very small portion of the total light generated by the

double-doped fibers due to their high performance.

5.7.4 Output power and FFSC efficiency

The output power of each of the fibers were measured for an illu-

minated length of 6 cm and a non-excited length of 3.3 cm up to the

detector (SMA connector). The incident power was 60 mW, correspond-

ing to an illuminated area of 6 x 0.1 cm2 (dimensions of the illuminated

fiber piece). The ηFFSC , was calculated as seen in equation (5.2). Apart

from the output power and ηFFSC , an important parameter to determine

is the output irradiance, calculated from the output power values and the

cross-section area of the fiber (1 mm diameter fibers). This parameter
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Figure 5.28: Emission of the AM 1.5G radiation and of the solar-
simulator (a), and absorption (Abs) and emission (Em) bands of the five
double-doped combinations in DCM dissolution: [Eu/P] (b); [Eu/C1]
(c); [Eu/L] (d); [Eu/C6](e), and [C1/C6] (f).

represents the light concentration capacity of the fibers.

The output power, output irradiance, and ηFFSC values are gathered
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in Table 5.8. As can be seen, for all the dopant combinations, there ex-

ists a dependence with the dopant concentration, leading to higher power

values, and therefore, higher conversion efficiencies and irradiances when

greater dopant concentrations are used. From the results obtained, it

can be affirmed that it was not reached dopant saturation yet, as the

performance improves with an increase in concentration. This tendency

is in agreement with a previously reported work that demonstrated that

by increasing the Lumogen Red 305 dye concentration, the LSC effi-

ciency also increased [174]. The best performance was obtained for the

F3[Eu/L]3, F4[Eu/C6]3, and F5[C1/C6]3 fibers, with power values be-

tween 120 and 140 µW, output irradiances of around 0.18 mW/mm2,

and ηFFSC of about 0.23%. The combination of [Eu/P] also demon-

strates good potential as FFSC with power values of around 50 µW for

quite low dopant concentrations, with the possibility of being improved

for higher concentrations. We found that the combination of [Eu/C1] is

not suitable as FFSC under the solar-simulator illumination conditions.

This may be due to fact that [Eu/C1] combination absorbs deep into the

near ultraviolet with practically zero absorption in the visible region.

As a second part of the experiment, a mirror like surface was placed

bellow the fibers under test at a distance of 4.5 cm, with the purpose

of studying the improvements that can be achieved by employing this

kind of reflective layers (see Figure 5.29). The results obtained from

this analysis are also gathered in Table 5.8. F3[Eu/L]3 and F4[Eu/C6]3

fibers got the highest output power values of around 250 µW for a single

piece of fiber of 6 cm in length. This involves a ηFFSC of around 0.41%

and a concentrated intensity at the fiber end of 0.31 mW/mm2, which

corresponds approximately to one third of the theoretical sun intensity

at the earth surface on a fully sunny day. Besides, the relative power

improvements as (P+mirror − P )/P were calculated, obtaining results
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of more than 63% of improvement for all the samples. The fibers that

demonstrated the best performance as FFSC along this first analysis were

selected for the upcoming experiments, namely F3[Eu/L]2, F3[Eu/L]3,

F4[Eu/C6]2, F4[Eu/C6]3, F5[C1/C6]2, and F5[C1/C6]3.

Figure 5.29: Photograph of the reflective layer placed bellow one of
the samples under test ([C1/C6]).

5.7.5 Performance under simulated weather scenarios

Going one step further in the characterization of the potential of

these fibers, their performance under different excitation intensities was

tested. For this purpose, OD filters were employed to attenuate the

power of the incident radiation, and to recreate cloudy-day conditions.

It is well known that the irradiance that reaches the earth surface is

around 1000 W/m2 in a summer sunny day (clear sky conditions), which

corresponds to a power of 45 mW for an excited area of 4.5 x 0.1 cm2.

This irradiance value can decrease to around 300 W/m2 in a summer

fully cloudy day, which implies 3.3 times lower power. This condition

can be well recreated by using the OD 0.5 filter, where the pump power

is decreased 3.16 times. Furthermore, the irradiance on a fully cloudy
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winter day can be in between 6 and 20 times smaller than the one on

a clear sky sunny day. This state can be simulated employing the OD

1 filter, lowering 10 times the pump power. Finally, using the OD 0.2

filter, a partially cloudy day (scattered clouds) can be recreated with 1.6

times lower incident power.

Figure 5.30 shows the ηFFSC values calculated for three different sam-

ples as a function of the incident pump power for a ze = 4.5 cm. As can

be seen, the three samples undergo the same evolution pattern, obtaining

slightly higher values as the pump power is decreased. This tendency may

be explained by two main reasons. On the one hand, the photodegrada-

tion of the fibers depends on the excitation intensity. Greater excitation

intensities cause an increase in the photodegradation of the samples. On

the other hand, possible non-radiative energy transfers between the two

involved dopants may also increase with the excitation intensity, lead-

ing to a rise in the fluorescence quenching [142, 175]. These two facts,

may lead to a lowering in the power conversion potential of these fibers

when higher excitation intensities are used. The relative ηFFSC improve-

ments were calculated for each of the three different simulated weather

conditions taking as reference the efficiency obtained without any fil-

ter. This results are gathered in Table 5.9. As can be seen, F3[Eu/L]2

fiber shows slightly lower improvements in the ηFFSC than the other two

samples, although it is the fiber with the highest efficiency values in all

simulated weather conditions. With this experiment, it was successfully

demonstrated that these fibers can be used in any kind of weather sce-

narios, and what is more, they even show small efficiency improvements

for cloudy-day conditions.
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Figure 5.30: Evolution of the ηFFSC for three of the samples for an
illuminated length of 4.5 cm as a function of the incident pump power.

Table 5.9: Relative ηFFSC improvements for each of the simulated weather scenarios.

Fiber code
ηFFSC improvement

with OD 0.5 (%)
(cloudy summer day)

ηFFSC improvement
with OD 1 (%)

(cloudy winter day)

ηFFSC improvement
with OD 0.2 (%)

(partially cloudy)

F3[Eu/L]2 0.13 0.27 0.6

F4[Eu/C6]2 0.17 0.32 2.5

F5[C1/C6]2 0.17 0.32 0.03

5.7.6 Power-saturation fiber length

In this subsection, the evolution of the output power as a function

of the illuminated fiber length was studied, for a pump irradiance of

1000 W/m2. As can be seen in Figure 5.31, the fiber was rolled step by

step into loops, increasing the illuminated area, and the output power

was measured stepwise at the fiber end closer to the detector.

The curves obtained are shown in Figure 5.32. As can be observed,

according to equation (3.10) for short fiber lengths the output power
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Figure 5.31: Photograph of a [Eu/L] sample rolled into several loops
under the solar simulator excitation.

increases quite abruptly for all samples, but afterwards, it tends to satu-

rate. The power-saturation fiber length Lsat was calculated from fitting

equation (5.2) to the experimental data. It corresponds to the length

were the variation of the output power of the fitting curves is less than

0.5%. Taking into account the uncertainty of the detector, the relative

error in the calculation of Lsat is around 25%. The saturation power

value is represented as Psat, and from this, the saturation irradiance is

calculated as Isat = Psat/(πr
2). The values of Psat, Lsat, and Isat, are

gathered in Table 5.10.

From this results, it can be seen that F4[Eu/C6]3 and F5[C1/C6]3

fibers obtained the best performance with distance, achieving effective

lengths of around 6 m in both cases, and power saturation levels of 1 mW

and 890 µW respectively. These results lead to Isat values at the output

of a single 1 mm diameter fiber of 1.28 mW/mm2 and 1.13 mW/mm2.

Taking into account that the intensity of the sun-light is estimated to

be around 1 mW/mm2 at the earth surface, these results are of relevant

interest in the field of solar energy harvesting.
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Figure 5.32: Evolution of the output power in one of the fiber ends as a
function of the illuminated fiber length. Symbols: experimental points;
lines: fitted curves to equation (5.2).

Table 5.10: Saturation fiber length Lsat, output saturation power Psat and output
saturation irradiance Isat for each sample under test. The relative error in Lsat is
around 25%.

Fiber code Lsat (cm) Psat (µW) Isat (mW/mm2)

F3[Eu/L]2 243 519 0.66

F3[Eu/L]3 240 563 0.72

F4[Eu/C6]2 428 736 0.94

F4[Eu/C6]3 647 1005 1.28

F5[C1/C6]2 415 586 0.75

F5[C1/C6]3 624 890 1.13
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5.7.7 Photostability

Finally, a study of the photodegradation of the double-doped fibers

was carried out under constant solar-simulator illumination of 1000 W/m2

and an excited fiber length of 6 cm. The first experiment addressed a

continuous exposure along 160 h, without any recovering slot. The out-

put power was continuously monitored and recorded. The experimental

data were well reproduced by a two-phase exponential decay as can be

observed in Figure 5.33. The coefficients of determination of these fit-

tings are shown in Table 5.11.

Figure 5.33: Example of the evolution of the normalized output power
of F4[Eu/C6]2 sample as a function of the measurement time after 160 h
of exposure. Squares: data points; line: fitted curve.

From these fittings, three different parameters have been calculated:

The exposure time until reaching 65% of the initial emission (PD65%);

the exposure time until reaching 50% of the initial emission (PD50%);

and the level at which the degradation tends to saturate (saturation

level). The values obtained are summarized in Table 5.11. In this study,
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the photodegradation of F1[Eu/P]2 was also analyzed as it is an impor-

tant feature to determine. As can be seen, the fiber with the best photo-

stability is the F4[Eu/C6]2 sample, with an estimated value of PD65% of

around 600 h of continuous illumination, and a saturation level of 64%.

F3[Eu/L]2 and F4[Eu/C6]3 samples also demonstrated good performance

under continuous illumination, reaching saturation at around 59% and

46% of the initial emission respectively. The fitted curves of F3[Eu/L]2

and F4[Eu/C6]2 tends to saturate before reaching 50% of photodegrada-

tion. The samples with the worst performance are those that combine

only organic dyes ([C1/C6]) and the combination of [Eu/P]. This latter

can be explained from the poor stability of the perylene dye, since it was

recently demonstrated that the perylene dye forms stable radicals during

the bulk polymerization of the doped PMMA material. Those radicals

are trapped in the polymer matrix and might act as photosensitizer re-

sulting in a faster degradation of the dye during the first illumination

run [176].

Table 5.11: Exposure time in hours until reaching 65% (PD65%) and 50% (PD50%)
of the initial emission, and degradation saturation level. The relative error of the
obtained parameters is less than 10% in all cases.

PD65% (h) PD50% (h)
Saturation
level (%)

F1[Eu/P]2 26 63 28

F3[Eu/L]2 180 – 59

F4[Eu/C6]2 600 – 64

F4[Eu/C6]3 114 350 46

F5[C1/C6]2 28 107 30

F5[C1/C6]3 79 181 30

As a second part of the photostability analysis, the partial recovery

of the optical properties of the PMMA/double-doped combination was
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studied. The experiment was carried out for F4[Eu/C6]3 and F5[C1/C6]3

fibers, along a total period of 508 h, with two recovery slots of 103 h and

73 h. The samples were placed under the solar-simulator without chang-

ing their position along the whole experiment, so that the excited area

remained invariable. The recovery slots consisted of a period of time

under complete darkness, and the recovery percentages were calculated

taking as reference the last power value of each of the photodegradation

rounds, and the first power value obtained after the rest period. The

evolution of the normalized output power is shown in Figure 5.34. Dur-

ing the first excitation round of 160 h the output power of both fibers

decreased following a two-exponential decay, as shown in the first part

of this section. The samples were then put to rest for 103 h (recovery-1).

After this period, the samples underwent a partial recovery of 35% and

42% for F4[Eu/C6]3 and F5[C1/C6]3 respectively. During the second

round of radiation exposure of 87 h hours, the output power followed the

same photodegradation tendency of a two exponential decay. The fibers

were put to rest again for 73 h (recovery-2). After this second recovery

period, there was a partial recovery of 17% and 19%. As can be seen,

the auto-healing potential of the dopants molecules was diminished in

comparison to the first recovery percentages. Finally, a third round of

continuous exposure of 78 h was performed where the same decay ten-

dency was observed. The partial recovery percentages are gathered in

Table 5.12. It has to be noted that these results may be considerably

improved in real sun-light excitation conditions as the light exposure is

not continuous (day/night sun cycle) and the probability of self-healing

of the dopant molecules increases. This effect was demonstrated in the

work of Mansour et al. where they carried out stability and degradation

experiments on PMMA/perylene samples under continuous arc lamp ir-

radiation and under sun-light. They reported that the degradation rate

due to daylight was less than that due to arc lamp, because the dark pe-
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riods at night permitted an incomplete recovery of the optical properties

of PMMA/perylene [170].

Figure 5.34: Evolution of the normalized output power during the
excitation/recovery tests as a function of the measurement time.

Table 5.12: Partial recovery percentages after darkness resting. Recovery-1: 103 h;
Recovery-2: 72 h.

Fiber Code Recovery-1 (103 h) Recovery-2 (72 h)

F4[Eu/C6]3 35% 17%

F5[C1/C6]3 42% 19%

As a final analysis of the results obtained from this second part of

the experiment, the time that takes to reach 15% of the initial emission

in each of the radiation exposures was calculated. The values obtained

are given in Table 5.13. From these values it can be deducted that non-

degraded dopant molecules reach this 15% decrease in power in a short

time, but for the second and third radiation exposure the time needed

increases, which in the long run would lead to saturation. This may be

caused for two main reasons. On the one hand, as photodegradation
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occurred before, less dopant molecules are available, and therefore, the

probability of destroying them by chance decreases. On the other hand,

the photodegradation in the fiber may also occur due to thermal degrada-

tion. The presence of less dopant molecules would lead to less absorption

events in the fiber, and hence, less energy would be dissipated as thermal

radiation. For this reason, the temperature in the fiber would decrease

and the losses related to thermal degradation would also be lower.

Table 5.13: Time in hours (h) until reaching 15% of the initial emission for each of
the radiation period.

Fiber Code
1st round
15% (h)

2nd round
15% (h)

3rd round
15% (h)

F4[Eu/C6]3 11 18 35

F5[C1/C6]3 9 12 30

5.7.8 Conclusions

In this work, polymer optical fibers doped with a combination of or-

ganic dyes and metal-organic materials were fabricated for the first time,

employing a bulk polymerization and fiber drawing process to produce

high performance FFSCs. The optical properties of these double-doped

POFs were reported and analyzed under AM 1.5G solar simulator, and

the feasibility of the proposed FFSC system was demonstrated by the

promising results obtained. The output power of each of the samples

was measured for a short illuminated fiber length of 6 cm obtaining

around 250 µW in the best case, which involves a power conversion effi-

ciency of 0.41% and an intensity of 0.31 mW/mm2. Their performance

under different daylight conditions was also studied, demonstrating the

applicability of the proposed FFSCs in any kind of weather scenarios,

even showing small efficiency improvements for cloudy-day conditions.
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Active fiber lengths of more than 6 m were reported for some of the

studied samples, with output intensities of around 1.3 mW/mm2, 1.3

times higher than the intensity that would impinge onto the PV cell

with direct sun-light. Finally, a photostability study was presented ob-

taining a degradation saturation level of 64% for the best sample after

more than 600 h of continuous solar simulator exposure, which shows

very interesting results for the search of a long-lasting and competent

materials for FFSCs. With output intensities comparable to those from

the sun, their performance under different weather conditions and the no

need of a sun tracking system, the presented FFSC technology appears to

be a cost-effective solution to the expensive solar energy production. The

findings of this work motivate a follow-up study to further investigate the

performance of this FFSC systems.

5.8 Result 4: Diameter dependence on double-

doped POFs for FFSCs

This study analyses the diameter dependence of the FFSC perfor-

mance of three different double-doped POFs. It follows up the previ-

ously reported work, where the benefits of using the POF geometry with

a hybrid combination of dopants was demonstrated. The aim of this

work focused on providing a complete diameter dependence analysis un-

der AM 1.5G radiation, to determine the optimal characteristics of the

designed novel FFSC system. The results achieved are of great interest in

the search for an optimum cost-effective green energy production device.
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5.8.1 Samples and characterization methods

The fibers selected for this work were the three samples that showed

the best performance in the previous study, namely F3[Eu/L]3, F4[Eu/C6]3,

and F5[C1/C6]3. Information about the dopants employed, their con-

centration and polymer analysis parameters can be consulted in Table

5.7. For each of the dopant combinations five different fiber diameters

were fabricated, which are summarized in Table 5.14. These samples

were self-manufactured following the process explained in Section 5.7.2.

To obtain fibers with greater diameters, preforms of different sizes were

used (7, 10 and 16 mm). Photographs of the preforms before and af-

ter polymerization under environmental lighting and UV excitation can

be seen in Figure 5.35. The experimental methods employed along the

characterization of the samples were the same as those shown in Section

5.7.1. Finally, the absorption and emission bands of the chosen dopant

combinations measured in dissolution can be checked in Figure 5.28.

Table 5.14: Summary of the five fiber diameters.

Fiber diameter
(µm)

Core diameter
(µm)

Cladding thickness
(µm)

600 500 50

750 645 47

1000 980 10

1500 1300 100

2000 1825 87
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Figure 5.35: Photographs of the preforms before (top) and after (bot-
tom) polymerization under environmental lighting (left) and UV (right)
excitation.

5.8.2 Output power and FFSC efficiency

As first experiment, the output power of each of the samples was

measured under AM 1.5G excitation (1000 W/m2) employing an illumi-

nated fiber length of 6 cm and a non-excited length of 3.3 cm. From

these power values, two parameters were calculated, the ηFFSC , and the

output irradiance. The ηFFSC was calculated as the ratio between the

measured power and the lamp power (see equation (5.2)). It has to be

noted that the value of Plamp varies for each of the analyzed fiber di-
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ameters since it is calculated taking into account the illuminated fiber

surface as Plamp = Ilampzed (Ilamp = 1000 W/m2, ze is the illuminated

fiber length and d is the fiber diameter).

Figure 5.36: Output power (a), output concentrated irradiance (b) and
ηFFSC (c) for the three double-doped samples as function of the fiber
core diameter.

Figure 5.36 illustrates the experimentally measured output power (a),

output irradiance (b), and ηFFSC (c) for the three double-doped sam-

ples. The data were plotted as functions of the fiber core diameters as

it corresponds to the active volume of the fibers. Firstly, focusing on

graph (a), it can be seen that the output power shows in all cases a

linear dependence with the fiber core diameter. Therefore, the greatest
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power values are obtained for the the case of the thickest fiber core di-

ameter, namely 314, 278, and 275 µW for F3[Eu/L]3, F3[Eu/C6]3, and

F3[C1/C6]3 respectively. Secondly, graph (b) illustrates the irradiance

at one of the fiber ends, showing greater concentration irradiances for

lower core diameters. Finally, from graph (c) it can be seen that the

ηFFSC increases with the fiber core diameter but it tends to saturate

exponentially. The greatest value is obtained for the thickest sample of

F3[Eu/L]3, namely 0.29%.

Figure 5.37: Representative model of the distance traveled by light in
fibers with different radius (r < r′). For the same propagation distance
z and for fibers with the same cladding, light travels longer distances
(l < l′) through the doped core in the fiber with greater radius.

A simple theoretical model was developed capable of describing the

behavior of the experimental measurements. Equations (3.6) and (5.3)

were used in steady state to obtain an analytic expression for the output

power. Working out these equations and for SI POFs (γ = 1), the
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evolution of the power as function of the fiber radius is obtained:

P (r) =


C 1√

1+ r2

w2

σspβ(1− e−
√

1+ r2

w2 α
∗ze)

1− σspβ(1− e−
√

1+ r2

w2 α
∗ze)

 Ipπr
2 = κ(r)Iπr2 (5.4)

I is the excitation irradiance and r is the fiber core radius. κ(r) encom-

passes the entire first term of equation (5.4), and it represents a factor

associated with the propagation losses in the fiber. The dependence with

r in this term was included by taking into account that in fibers with

the same cladding and for the same propagation distance z, light travels

more distance inside the doped core in fibers with larger diameters. A

simple representation of this fact can be seen in Figure 5.37. To take

this contribution into account, α∗ from equation (5.3) was replaced by a

radius dependent absorption coefficient: α(r) = α∗(
√

1 + r2/w2). C is

a dimensionless constant given by the ratio between the excitation and

emission absorption coefficients and the ratio between the excitation and

emission wavelengths, w represents the half of the propagation distance

traveled by light in each reflection, σsp is the probability of spontaneous

emission, and β is the fraction of spontaneous emission contributing to

the amplification process along the fiber.

As can be seen, the quadratic dependence of the output power with

the fiber radius is compensated by the losses in the material, and there-

fore, its dependence with the radius is linear. In this way, the radius

dependent irradiance and ηFFSC are given by the following two equa-

tions:
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I(r) =
P (r)

πr2
= κ(r)I (5.5)

ηFFSC(r) =
P (r)

Ize2r
= κ(r)

πr

2ze
(5.6)

From these two equations it can be deducted that the output irra-

diance decreases with the radius due to propagation losses in the doped

core, and ηFFSC increases with the core radius, but it is also affected

by the contribution of the propagation losses, so it ends up following a

tendency to saturation.

To show that the theoretical model agrees with the measurements,

Figure 5.38 shows the fittings of the theoretical curves to the experimen-

tal points obtained for the F3[Eu/L]3 fiber. The fitting was carried out

for I = 1 mw/mm2 and ze = 60 mm, and the resulting parameters are

the following: C = 1.20± 0.02, w = 0.48± 0.06 mm, σspβ = 0.18± 0.01,

and α∗ = 0.11 ± 0.06 mm−1. The values of σspβ and α∗ agree with

experimental values employed in similar fibers.

As it is observed, the theoretical model describes well the experimen-

tal behavior. The small mismatches between the experimental points

and the theoretical curves may be due to other effects that are not taken

into account in the simplified model. In such small diameters it could

be that the contribution of the losses by reflections is relevant enough

to influence in the evolution of the intensity. It could also be due to

fabrication defects that worsen in smaller fiber diameters.

The values of the experimental data of Figure 5.36 are gathered in

Table 5.15. This table also collects the experimental values obtained

when using a reflective layer at a distance from the fiber of 4.5 cm. For

this later, a remarkable result is obtained for the F3[Eu/L]3 2 mm fiber,
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Figure 5.38: Output power, output irradiance and ηFFSC of F3[Eu/L]3
fiber as function of the fiber core diameter. Symbols: experimental data;
solid lines: fittings.

with an output power value of 540 µW and a conversion efficiency of

0.5% for just one piece of fiber of 6 cm long.

5.8.3 Performance under simulated weather scenarios

The aim of this section was to test the performance of the different

diameter fibers under several weather scenarios. To simulate these con-

ditions OD filters were employed to attenuate the power of the incident
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radiation, as explained in Section 5.7.5. All the simulated weather con-

ditions have been tested for five different fiber diameters of each three

dopant combinations.

Figure 5.39 shows the calculated ηFFSC values as function of the

fiber core diameter for the four simulated weather scenarios. From these

graphs, it can be seen that the efficiency pattern remains invariable for

all simulated weather conditions, i.e., the efficiency increases with the

fiber diameter but it tends to saturate exponentially following the same

trend for all excitation irradiances. Besides, slightly higher efficiency

values are obtained as the pump irradiance is decreased for all the fiber

diameters, as photodegradation of the dopant molecules increases with

greater pump irradiances. This is the same trend as the one observed for

the standard 1 mm fibers tested in Section 5.7.5. It has to be noted that

all fiber diameters undergo similar efficiency improvements of around

10%, 7%, and 1% for the cases of cloudy winter day (OD 1), cloudy

summer day (OD 0.5), and scattered clouds (OD 0.2) respectively. This

values are valid for the three dopant combinations.

Figure 5.40 illustrates the before presented data in a 3D graph, with

the aim of giving a gobal point of view of the evolution of the ηFFSC with

two grades of dependency: excitation irradiance and fiber core diameter.

This graph corresponds to the data of sample F4[Eu/C6]3.

As a conclusion of the study presented in this section, it was success-

fully demonstrated that all the samples presented invariable performance

under different weather scenarios, even showing small ηFFSC improve-

ments for cloudy-day conditions. This quality reinforces the potential of

these samples as FFSC.
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Figure 5.39: Evolution of the ηFFSC of the three double-doped com-
binations for different weather scenarios as function of the fiber core
diameter. The illuminated fiber length is 4.5 cm in all cases.

5.8.4 Power-saturation fiber length

In this section, the evolution of the output power as a function of the

illuminated fiber length is studied, for a pump irradiance of 1000 W/m2.

As seen in Section 5.7.6, the fiber was rolled step by step into loops and

the output power at the fiber end closer to the detector was measured

stepwise. The experimental data and the fittings to equation (5.2) are

illustrated in Figure 5.41 for three different fiber diameters, 0.6, 0.75 and
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Figure 5.40: 3D plot of the variation of the ηFFSC with two variables:
excitation irradiance and fiber core diameter for the F4[Eu/C6]3 sample.

1 mm. The saturation fiber length Lsat was calculated as done in Section

5.7.6. The values of Lsat and Psat, and Isat are gathered in Table 5.16.

Table 5.16: Saturation fiber length Lsat (cm), saturation output power Psat (µW),
and saturation irradiance (mW/mm2) for five different fiber diameters. The relative
error in Lsat is less than 20% in all cases.

F3[Eu/L]3 F5[Eu/C6]3 F5[C1/C6]3

�
(mm)

Lsat Psat Isat Lsat Psat Isat Lsat Psat Isat

0.6 138 140 0.71 288 158 0.8 235 203 1.04

0.75 203 256 0.78 458 380 1.16 496 430 1.32

1 240 563 0.75 647 1005 1.33 624 890 1.18

1.5 173 615 0.66 308 876 0.66 203 895 0.67

2 301 1041 0.40 280 935 0.36 213 1022 0.39
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Figure 5.41: Evolution of the output power in one of the fiber ends
as a function of the illuminated fiber length for three fiber diameters.
Symbols: experimental points; lines: fitted curves to equation (5.2).

On the basis of the assumptions made in Section 5.8.2, fibers with

thicker diameters undergo greater absorption in the doped core area, as

light travels a larger distance through it than in fibers with smaller diam-

eters (see Figure 5.37). It can be seen that this statement is satisfied for

the three thickest fiber diameters (with the only exception of F3[Eu/L]3

2 mm sample, possibly due to experimental errors). However, the two

smallest fiber diameters undergo greater losses. As mentioned before,

this may be related to other source of losses that are not taken into ac-

count in the simplified model, such as reflection losses or fabrication de-
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fects. From the experimental results, it can be seen that that F4[Eu/C6]3

and F5[C1/C6]3 combinations show best performance with distance than

F3[Eu/L]3. An interesting result to be noted, is that with the combina-

tion of Coumarine-1 and Coumarine-6, the irradiances obtained for the

three smallest diameters are greater than the intensity of the sun-light in

the earth surface, which is estimated to be around 1 mW/mm2. These

means, that a single 2.35 m length fiber, with a core diameter of 0.5 cm,

is able to concentrate a sun-light equivalent irradiance. These results

may be of great interest in the design and implementation of FFSCs.

5.8.5 Conclusions

In this work, an analysis of the diameter dependence of the FFSC

performance of three different double-doped POFs was presented. The

evolution of the output power, of the output irradiance and of the ηFFSC

with the fiber core diameter were experimentally and theoretically ana-

lyzed. It was seen that the output power increases linearly with the fiber

core diameter. On the other hand, the output irradiance decreases with

the diameter, mainly due to propagation losses in the doped core area.

For the same reason, the increase of the ηFFSC tends to saturate with the

fiber diameter. Moreover, it was demonstrated that all fiber diameters

show invariable performance under different lighting conditions, even ob-

serving some slight improvements for lower excitation irradinces. These

improvements were calculated to be of around 10%, 7%, and 1% for the

cases of cloudy winter day, cloudy summer day, and scattered clouds

respectively, for all fiber diameters. Finally, the saturation fiber length

was studied, yielding highly promising results for FFCS systems. As an

example, with F5[C1/C6]3 sample, irradiances comparable to those that

would impinge directly from the sun are obtained for the three small-

est diameters. As an overall conclusion from this work, when trying to
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find the optimum fiber diameter for a specific application, the desired

characteristics of the device should be taken into account, and a com-

promise between the output power and the output irradiance should be

taken. For applications were the power represents the key parameter,

greater fiber core diameters should be used, whereas if the irradiance is

the desired parameter, smaller diameters would be more effective.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and open lines

6.1 Conclusions

Along this thesis work, several studies on the emission properties

of numerous doped polymer optical fibers have been reported with the

aim of covering two topics in rise in today’s society. The whole study

was based on the side-illumination technique, where the samples are

transversally excited.

To begin, a general overview of POFs is presented in Chapter 2,

covering their historical background and basic concepts. This chapter is

followed by a description of the fundamental optical processes that occur

in dye-doped POFs. The main absorption and emission mechanisms

are described by means of a band-like energy level model. Besides, a

theoretical model for describing light generation and amplification by

the so-called rate equations is presented, and three analytic expressions

that will be used all along the results are given. Lastly, a brief description

169
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of the photodegradation phenomenon is presented.

The results of this thesis are divided into two main chapters. Charter

4: Amplified spontaneous emission and gain in dye-doped POFs, and

Chapter 5: Solar energy concentration using doped POFs. The main

conclusions for each results are presented bellow:

Amplified spontaneous emission and gain in dye-

doped POFs:

• By a theoretical study of the local gain it was shown that the gain

in a doped POF can be considered rather constant in ze when large

enough excitation lengths are used, as long as the smallest and the

largest values of ze are omitted, which correspond to the transitory

growth of the ASE and to the gain saturation region, respectively.

• It was demonstrated that the dopant concentration plays an im-

portant role in the ASE and gain performance. By analyzing two

R6G doped PMMA GI POFs with different concentrations (12 and

16 ppm) it was seen that the fiber with lower concentration showed

a higher ASE threshold, and the pump irradiance had to be much

higher for the output spectral width to be similar to the values ob-

tained for the fiber with greater concentration. It was also demon-

strated that for an specific excited length, around 20 times less

pump irradiance was needed for the higher doping fiber than for

lower doping fiber to get the same optical gain of around 13 cm−1.

• It was proven that doped GI fibers are more optimal for amplifica-

tion, as the interaction between light and dopant is more efficient
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than in doped SI ones. In spite of the greater dopant concentra-

tion and the higher pump irradiance employed with a SI sample,

the optical gains were still slightly higher for a GI sample. The

possible influence of the host matrix was not detected in the ana-

lyzed properties.

• It was demonstrated that the presence of a cladding is essential to

get a more effective ASE performance and greater gains, as it pro-

tects the core from external factors such as scratches, fingerprints

and environmental conditions that can cause the light to leak out

from the fiber. Approximately 30% less energy is needed in the

cladded sample for ASE to occur, and greater optical gains were

achieved for the cladded fiber under the same measuring conditions.

• It was seen that the ASE properties, such as the threshold-like en-

ergy, efficiency and gain, are strongly dependent on the pump po-

larization. Particularly, for a R6G doped GI POF with an average

concentration of 12 ppm, it was demonstrated that the threshold

energy is lower (around a half) and that the gain is higher (around

1.23 times) when the pump polarization is perpendicular to the

fiber symmetry axis. Therefore, the pump polarization must be

carefully controlled in order to optimize the emission performance

of dye doped POFs when they are transversely pumped.

• Two-photon fluorescence was measured for two R6G doped ther-

moset SI POFs. The TPA curves were observed clearly red-shifted

by approximately 11 nm from the OPA curves for both samples,

although both fibers undergo similar variations of the λavg. The

shifts of the λavg with the propagation distance could be useful for
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the design of displacement sensors based on doped POFs.

In summary, the great potential of the R6G doped POFs as ASE

light sources and inline optical amplifiers was demonstrated. It can be

concluded that the best scenario for obtaining ASE and gain would be

obtained for a GI POF of high dopant concentration (without reaching

concentration saturation), with a thin cladding, and a excitation polar-

ization perpendicular to the fiber axis.

Solar energy concentration using doped POFs:

• POFs doped with lumogen red in different concentrations and with

conjugated polymers (F8BT F8T2 and PF3T) were analyzed as

possible FFSCs. Calculations of the ηSIC and the ηFFSC were car-

ried out. From the results obtained it was concluded that lumogen

red doped fibers with high dopant concentration and thin cladding

seem to be good candidates for possible applications in the field of

fluorescent solar concentrators, whereas the conjugated polymers

studied did not show the best performance for this application.

• Four lumogen (violet, yellow, orange and red) doped POFs were de-

signed and fabricated by a APG/CSIC collaboration. All samples

showed good values of ηSIC , and no photodegradation of the sam-

ples was observed after 10 h of continuous light exposure. Lumogen

red sample achieved the longest active length before reaching power

saturation. From all the measurements, it can be concluded that

lumogen dyes are good candidates for FFSC applications, though

improvements of the fabrication parameters must be done to re-
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duce transmission losses and improve the overall performance.

• The design, fabrication and characterization under AM 1.5G solar

simulator of novel double-doped POFs was carried out. The ηSIC

and the ηFFSC were measured for all fabricated samples, and their

applicability in any kind of weather scenarios was demonstrated.

Active fiber lengths of around 6 m were reported for some of the

studied samples, with output intensities of around 1.3 mW/mm2,

1.3 times higher than the intensity that would impinge onto the PV

cell with direct sun-light. Finally, the photostability measurements

showed very interesting results for the search of a long-lasting and

competent material for FFSCs. From this study, it was demon-

strated that the designed fibers appear to be have great potential

as cost-effective solutions to the expensive solar energy production.

• The diameter dependence of the best three double-doped fibers

was experimentally and theoretically studied. It was seen that

the output power increases linearly with the fiber core diameter,

though the output irradiance decreases, mainly due to propaga-

tion losses in the doped core area. For the same reason, the in-

crease of the ηFFSC tends to saturate with the fiber diameter. It

was demonstrated that all fiber diameters show invariable perfor-

mance under different lighting conditions, and estimations of the

power-saturation fiber lengths were carried out, achieving irradi-

ances comparable to those that would impinge directly from the

sun for the three smallest diameters of F5[C1/C6]3 sample. From

this work, it can be concluded that a compromise must be taken

into account between the output power and output intensity when

trying to find the optimum fiber diameter for a concrete applica-

tion. If the output power is the important feature, greater fiber
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core diameters should be employed, whereas smaller diameters are

preferable if the output intensity is the desired parameter. This re-

sults offer a general perceptive to the user to facilitate the optimal

design of the FFSC system for a specific target application.

As a global conclusion from all the analysis carried out in Chapter

5, it can be said that there is a promising future regarding doped POFs

as solar energy collectors. Mixtures of dopants with high quantum effi-

ciencies and high photostability, that efficiently cover as much as solar

spectrum as possible, appears to be a great cost-effective solution to the

traditional solar energy harvesting systems.

6.2 Open lines

Although the goal of this thesis has been accomplished by demon-

strating the potential of different doped POFs in two fields of full develop-

ment nowadays, there are many opportunities to expand and strengthen

their applications.

Regarding the applicability of doped POFs as light sources and am-

plifying media, there are several lines of research arising from the multi-

ple new fiber configurations available, such as hollow-core doped POFs,

microstructured doped POFs or doped nanofibers [94, 98, 177]. It could

also be of great interest to study random lasing in doped POFs by insert-

ing particles with a refractive index other than the host [101]. Besides,

the scope of this work could be expanded to the field of sensors. As an

example, the variation of the fluorescence spectrum as function of the

temperature could be used for sensing temperature in different environ-
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ments [177], and its variation as function of the distance traveled by light

could serve as displacement sensors. The availability of a fiber drawing

tower in the research group, and collaborations with different institu-

tions for the manufacture of the preforms, provides endless possibilities

to fabricate different and new fiber structures.

Concerning the field of FFSCs, there are some natural extensions of

this work that could contribute with interesting results to those already

presented:

• Going beyond the use of a solar simulator, carrying out measure-

ments under real sun excitation conditions would provide informa-

tion of the performance of the doped POFs in outdoor conditions

(changes in environmental factors, variation of the excitation in-

tensity, day/night sun cycle, etc.).

• Fabricating fiber arrays that could cover a bigger area of solar cells

is an open line that is already under the first steps of development.

Different fiber mounts can be used to help to further increase the

performance of the system, such as semicircular rails fabricated in a

reflective material (see Figure 6.1). Another possibility to increase

the output could be by using both sides of the fiber arrays, or by

employing a back-scattering mirror in one of the sides.

• Tests with FFSC arrays attached to silicon solar cells would pro-

vide a definite analysis of the performance of the solar energy-to-

electricity converter system. This study would offer essential re-

sults for the possible implementation and future commercialization

of these FFSC devices.
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Figure 6.1: Photographs of 7 fiber arrays mounted on semicircular re-
flective rails.
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